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ABSTRACT

The time series of ionospheric electron content (EC) measured at the

University of Hawaii using the VHF telemetry transmissions of synchronous

satellites provides a convenient means to study the dynamics of the

thermosphere. Two kinds of oscillations have been detected by the use

of power spectrum estimations. They are the tidal modes and the

planetary circulation.

Strong seasonal characteristics of the tidal modes have also been

found. The dominant periods (less than 12 hours) are 8 hours in the

summer, 6 in the spring and 8, 6, and 4 in the winter. If the fall epoch

is chosen according to the semiannual density variation (SADV) instead of

the solar declination angle, the fall power spectra consistently contain

lines of 6 and 8 hours. The seasonal variations of the strengths of the

semi diurnal , terdiurnal and 1/4 - diurnal tides at the heights of the

F-region are very similar to the tidal oscillations in the troposphere.

The extinctioR of the 1/8 - diurnal and higher-order tides is due to the

fact that the thermosphere is disturbed more strongly by the long-period

gravity and surface waves which could have periods with an upper bound of

3 hours.

The influence of the SADV on the fall tidal modes supports the

proposal that the SADV is caused by the planetary circulation process.

Indeed, strong circulations with periods of 6 and 15 days have also been

revealed by the power spectrum estimation of the daily peaks of EC data

during low (1965) and high (1969) solar activity years, respectively. This

is correlated with the four-sector and two-sector structures of the

interplanetary magnetic field lines of low and high solar activity years,

respectively. It is proposed that the boundaries of the sector structures
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modulate the energy that is conveyed from the sun to the earth and that

most of this energy is deposited in the auroral oval regions as ohmic

loss and particle precipitation. This heat source along with the EUV

radiation is suggested to be responsible for the dynamical behavior of

the thermosphere, which is revealed by the large day-to-day fluctuation

of the EC curves.

The time-dependent continuity equation of electron density is

solved numerically to obtain the electron density profiles (from 120 to

700 km). The diurnal variations of the integrated columnar EC, hmF2, and

NmF2 are obtained. With the inclusion of the meridional tidal wind

components in the non-linear parabolic partial differential equation in

one space dimension (height), more realistic results have been obtained.

One of the salient features of the theoretical EC curve is that the

observed phenomena of mid-morning depression and nighttime increases in

EC can be reproduced. More than 6 years of EC data have been examined

for the phenomenon of mid-morning depression in EC. The frequency of

occurrence is negatively correlated with the SADV, which is independent

of solar activity level. The coefficient of correlation of the strength

of this depression in EC with solar flux at 2800 MHz is very low (-0.3).

Neither phenomenon is related to the geomagnetic activity.
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Chapter I

Introduction and the Nature of the Problem

1.1 Introduction

Prior to the development of microwave and millimeter wave communi

cations techniques, radio communication depended heavily on HF and VHF

techniques (Davis, 1965, Chapters 7 and 8). Since the ionospheric

behavior profoundly affected the propagation and reflection of these

radio waves, much effort was devoted to the study of the behavior of

the ionosphere and a number of ionospheric anomalies was discovered

(Rishbeth, 1967, 1968). Prior to the launching of the first artificial

satellite, the behavior of the ionosphere was investigated with an

almost complete neglect of the properties of the neutral upper atmosphere.

Martyn (1959) and Ratcliffe (1959 a) had reviewed this state of knowledge

some years ago. The discussions of the effects of the dynamic thermosphere

on the behavior of the F-region began only a decade ago (Rishbeth, 1968).

The effects of the transport term in the electron density continuity

equation due to the motion of the neutral atmosphere and the neutral

composition structure in the thermosphere play an important role in

determining the general behavior of the ionosphere (Chandra and Stubbe,

1972, Wu and Newell, 1972, Rishbeth, 1972,1968).

In this study, the F-region of the ionosphere is used as a sensor to

detect the dynamics of the thermosphere by examining the time series of

electron content (EC) measured at the University of Hawaii (400 km sub

ionospheric point 19° N, 157° W, geographic). A brief description of the

Faraday Rotation technique used to obtain the EC data and the behavior of

the EC time series are given in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the statistical
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study of the forenoon depression in EC increase is given. This phenomenon

and the phenomenon of nighttime relaxation in EC decrease will be

simulated theoretically by the consideration of the meridional tidal winds

in the thermosphere. The detection of (i) selective higher order tidal

modes (with periods less than 12 hours) in different seasons, and

(ii) oscillations with periods of several days by power spectrum

estimations is discussed in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the results of

Chapter 3 and 4 are summarized along with the following related experimental

and theoretical results:

(1) The statistical study of the forenoon bite-out of foF2

(Rastogi and Sanatani, 1968);

(2) The anomalous nighttime increases in EC (Young et al., 1970);

(3) The large scale vertical motion of the nocturnal F-region

(Wright, 1971);

(4) The detection of the tidal modes up to the periods of 8 hours

in the lower thermosphere (around 100 km altitude) (Spizzichino,

1972, and Roper, 1972);

(5) ihe tidal circulation in the upper thermosphere as revealed

by Vasseur (1969, 1970), and Reddy and Vasseur (1972);

(6) The power spectrum estimations of the diurnal, semidiurnal

tides in the F and E-regions and the terdiurnal tides in the

F-region, with the use of foF2 and foEs data (Rush et al., 1970);

(7) The semiannual circulatioR proposal of Marov and Alpherov (1972),

and Mayr and Volland (1971);

(8) The four and two sector structures of the interplanetary

magnetic field lines as observed by Wilcox and Ness (1965),

and Wilcox and Colburn (1970) during low and high solar
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activity, respectively;

(9) The findings of the solar-terrestrial disturbance effect due to

the interplanetary magnetic field sector structures by Svalgaard

(1968, 1973) and Manenrov (1969);

(10) The theoretical treatment of the polar regions heating effects

due to magnetic storm disturbances (Mayr and Volland, 1971,

1973);

(11) The observations of the heating at high latitudinal regions

during quiet time by Allan (1972), Newton (1970), and Newton

and Pelz (1969).

Inferences from these and some other results are discussed in details in

Chapter 5. They show that the detected selective higher-order tidal modes

in different seasons and the oscillation of the thermosphere with periods

of several days are real physical processes, that is, not due to statis

tical fluctuations.

The physical causes of the above two types of oscillations, namely,

(i) the tidal oscillations and (ii) the circulations with periods of

several days are speculated in Chapter 6 with the existing tidal modes of

Lindzen (1971), and Lindzen and Hong (1973) and Volland and Mayr (1972 a,

b, c) and the modulation of the solar wind plasma density and velocity by

the boundary of the interplanetary magnetic field sector structures as

observed by Ness et al. (1971). In Chapter 7, the numerical solution

of the time-dependent electron density profiles in the F-region is

obtained. The effects of the meridional tidal winds of the diurnal

propagating, diurnal trapped and semidiurnal tidal modes of Lindzen (1971)

are used as the main tidal wind field in the thermosphere. With the

inclusion of this tidal wind model, more realistic ionospheric results
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are obtained such as the large fluctuation in hmF2 and the forenoon

decrease and nighttime increase in EC. Terdiurnal tide is also used

for the summer condition simulation. By changing the nighttime minim~m

of the global exospheric temperature of Jacchia's neutral atmosphere

model, the day-to-day fluctuation in the daily maximum of EC is inves

tigated. In Chapter 8, the concluding remarks of this study are given.

The present investigation is by no means intended to give a complete

picture of the thermospheric dynamics. But, the proposed mechanism of

the tidal winds and their effects on the ionospheric behavior at this

location are believed to be the most significant ones during quiet

condition. In order to illustrate the dynamical behavior of the

disturbed ionospheric F-region, a typical example of magnetic storm and

substorm disturbances is given in Section 1.2. In Section 1.3, the

behavior of the quiet ionosphere at this location and Arecibo are shown.

The thermospheric wind calculations that do not fit the ionospheric

observations at Arecibo are illustrated (Kohl, 1972). The large fluctua

tion in hmF2 at Maui and its power spectrum structure are also shown in

this section (Section 1.3).

1.2 Storm and substorm disturbances

1.2.1 The May 25, 1967 event

The role of the dynamics and composition of the thermosphere are

fully illustrated by this historic magnetic storm. Figure 1-1 shows the

general morphology of this storm, while Fig. 1-2 gives a more detailed

examination of the dynamic effect of the thermosphere (Low and Roelofs,

1973). About 100% increase in the peak of electron content was detected

on the first day of the storm (Fig. 1,1). After some strong f.rgveling
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Ionospheric Disturbances (TIDs) during the first night of the storm for

about 8 hours, no EC build-up was observed on the next day. On May 26,

EC values were about 60% below the monthly mean values for May (thick

line). The vertical bars show the standard deviation from the mean

values of the ten magnetic quiet days of May 1967. The mean values are

marked. Note the large standard deviations of the 10 magnetically quiet

days and the deviations between the mean values of the 10 magnetically

quiet days and the May monthly mean values during the periods of

afternoon and nighttime.

In Fig. 1-2, the rate of change of EC is plotted along with the

5 and 10 MHz HF Doppler frequency shifts measured at the University of

Hawaii. The WWVH signal was transmitted from Maui and the mid-point is

marked in Fig. 2-1. The H-component of Honolulu ground magnetic field

is also drawn in Fig. 1-2. The typ"ical stages (sudden commencement, main

phase, recovery phase) of this magnetic storm disturbance are shown

clearly by this magnetic record. The upward and downward drifts of the

ionosphere, as shown by the negative and positive frequency shifts of the

HF Doppler records, are probably due to the effects of winds and TIDs;

these are also indicated in Fig. 1-2. The four positive changes in the

Honolulu magnetic record, as indicated by the arrows in the figure, very

likely correspond to the four negative spikes of the Sitka magnetic record

not shown here. This was interpreted by Akasofu and Perreault (1969) as

due to the loss of the ring current particles in the dark sector.

1.2.2 The TIDs

Although no statistical study of TIDs has been done on the UH EC

data, all the TID examples illustrated by Davis (1970, Figs. 2-2, 2-4,

3-2, 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5) have been checked with the UH EC records.
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Figure 1-3 is a typical example of those that have been checked. The UH

EC curves, which are drawn on the Stanford EC record, show TID effects

although smoother than those observed at higher latitudes. The arrows

marked on the Stanford record indicate EC peaks due to large scale TIDs.

The Sodankyla, Leirvogur, Great Whale and College magnetic records

(H-component) indicate that the frequency of occurrence of TIDs

increases dramatically with the large increase in the rate of occurrence

of substorms. Volland and Mayr (1971) had simulated the geomagnetic

disturbances by assuming an impulse-type heat input into a small band at

latitudes within the auroral oval during local night. The response of

the thermospheric density was expanded as a series of spherical harmonics

P~ (cos e) {~~~~:}, and they showed that while the components with

large (n,m) decay rapidly within the first hour after the onset of the

storm, the two zonal components (0,0), and (2,0) and the two associated

components (1,1) and (3,1) remain dominant during the slow decay phase

of the disturbance. Further examination of the global neutral atmosphere

(thermosphere) response to the heat input at the polar regions will be

discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

1.3 The quiet ionosphere

The diurnal variation of hmF2 (the height at the peak of the

electron density profile) is one parameter which responds to the movements

of the F-layer. Figure 1-4 (after Hanson, 1961) shows the average hmF2

variations at three widely separated stations (high, middle and low

latitudes) for 10 international quiet days in each month for three

seasons during years of high and low sunspot numbers. Generally, the

hmF2 is higher during the night than during the day at high latitudes
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while the reverse is true at the equator (Rishbeth, 1968, Fig. 6). At

low (but not equatorial) latitudes, no such clear distinction between

day and night can be made. The daytime downward movement of hmF2 at high

latitudes is due to the increasing ionization at lower height, while the

upward movement of hmF2 at the equator is believed to be caused by the

electrojet around the equator. In Chapter 7, the problem of the low

latitudinal hmF2 variation will be investigated along with the tidal

wind effects.

Figure 1-5 shows the monthly median values of Maui hpF2 (the group

height at the F~layer peak). Three minima can also be seen in this

figure for each month. To compare the hpF2 variations between summer

and winter, the June 1971 and January 1971 hpF2 curves are Fast Fourier

transformed and their power spectra are shown in Fig. 1-6 as thick and

thin lines respectively. While periods of 8.5, 5.1, and 3.2 hours stand

out in the winter spectrum, only small bumps appear in the summer

spectrum at the corresponding frequencies. The poor frequency resolution

in this plot precludes discussion on the periods of the peaks but does

demonstrate the existence of characteristic periods. The bell-shaped

structure in the spectral density plots is due to the effect of truncated

data (116 data points plus 12 zeroes, Bendat and Piersol, 1971). In

Chapter 4, a long time series of EC data (5184 data points or 18 days of

data) is analyzed for each season and strong seasonal characteristic have

been detected.

Some ionospheric measurements at Arecibo are shown in Fig. 1-7. This

observatory is located on the same geographic latitude as Honolulu (19 0 N)

but with magnetic dip angle 5° north of the 450 magnetic dip angle line

where the effect of the horizontal neutral wind motions is felt most
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significantly by the ionosphere. The magnetic dip angle of Honolulu is

about 40°. Figure 1-7a (after Evans, 1972) ~hows the continuous 24 hours

variations (7-8 January, 1970) of the N-S horizontal component of the

neutral wind deduced from the observations at Arecibo. Besides the pole

ward wind during the daytime and equator-ward wind during the nighttime,

more detailed variations can be detected in this figure. Figure 1-8 shows

the digitized values of this horizontal N-S wind and its Fourier transform,

where strong 6-hour component of wind is observed in the spectral density.

Figure 1-7b and c, after Kohl (1972), shows the diurnal variation

of hmF2 and foF2 at the same location, respectively. The observed and

calculated values, with wind included and excluded, were plotted for

June 1960. As mentioned in Kohl (1972), the calculations do not fit the

observations at this particular latitude. A modification of the wind

system, that is with the consideration of the tidal modes, would yield

better results. This will be shown in Chapter 7 also. In Fig. 1-9, the

digitized values of hmF2 (thin line) and foF2 (thick line) are plotted

along with their spectral densities. A strong 8 hour wind component is

observed in the hmF2 spectral density plot. The bell-shaped structure

of these spectral density plots are again the effect of using truncated

data.

This and the preceding section suggest the need of a dynamic

thermospheric model to describe the ionospheric behavior, especially at

the low geographic and mid-dip latitudes. If the physics of the ionosphere

is well understood, we can consider the inverse problem, that is the use

of the ionosphere as the sensor of thermosphere dynamics. The detection

of the oscillations with several days cycles and the higher-order tidal

periods in the thermosphere will be discussed in the following chapters.



Chapter II

Faraday Rotation Technique and the Electron Content Data

2.1 Theory of Faraday rotation measurement

Values of electron content at Hawaii are obtained by converting the

rotation angle of the linearly polarized VHF telemetry of synchronous

satellites, SYNCOM-3 and ATS-l, at 6.6 Re (earth radius).

Smith, III (1968) and the references therein have shown that the

total Faraday rotation for propagation along a path Lp through the

ionosphere is given by (Browne et al., 1956),

9

n = f2 I NB cos 9 ds ,
Lp

(2-1)

where n is measured in radians, k is a constant with a numerical value of

0.0297 in MKS units for SYNCOM-3 and ATS-l, where N is the concentration

of electrons, B is the magneti c fi e1d i ntens i ty, e is the aflgl e between

the magnetic field and the direction of propagation, and ds is an

element of length along the path of propagation.

In order for Eq. (2-1) to hold the wave must be propagating in the

quasi-longitudinal mode. The condition for this mode (Ratcliffe, 1959 b)

is

(Y sine)4 « I (l-x-iZ)2 I
4(Y cos'] )2

(2-2)

where X is the square of the ratio of the plasma frequency to the wave

frequency, Y is the ratio of the electron gyrofrequency to the wave

frequency, and 1 is the ratio of the electron-neutral collision frequency

to the wave frequency.

For f ~ 136 MHz, Z is negligible and X does not become much greater
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than 0.01 anywhere along the raypath even at noon, therefore condition

(2-2) will hold as long as 9 is not between 88° and 92°.

Theoretically, the integral (2-1) gives the total Faraday rotation

along the ray-path from the observer to the satellite. In practice,

however, the functi on B cos '3 can be taken out of the integral and a

weighted mean value is used.

The technique and the accuracy of this measurement are discussed

in the next section, while the general behavior of the EC data is

examined in the last section.

2.2 Electron content reduction technique and its accuracy

The term electron content (EC) is used here instead of the total

electron content (TEC) for the following reason. The integral (2-1)

is approximated by

k f: SAT
n = f2 B cos e sec X N dh

k _ fhSAT
= f2 M 0 N dh (2-3)

where ds has been replaced by sec X dh, so this expression gives the

estimated value of the columnar electron content over the F region,

where B cos '3 sec X is a slowly varying function and N contributes most

to the integral. As calculated by Titheridge (1966), using a typical

Chapman F2-layer with a peak at 330 km, about half of the Faraday rotation

occur below 400 km, 92% of total ionization and 95% of the Faraday

rotation occur' below 1000 km. The value of B,8, and B cos'? sec X

from ground to 1000 km in height along the ray paths for SYNCOM-3 (May 1967)

and ATS-l are given in Table 2-1. These results are calculated from the



Table 2-1 Parameters for electron content conversion at different
heights

11



TABLE 2-1
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Ht. km 9 B M= Beas 3 secX Satellites

0 133.897 .359 .438

100 134.445 .339 .419

200 134.858 .322 .399

300 135.152 .305 .381

400 135.341 .290 .363

500 135.437 .275 .345 SYNCOM-3

600 135.449 .262 .329

700 135.389 .249 .313

800 135.264 .238 .297

900 135.082 .227 .283

1000 134.850 .217 .269

a 148.818 .359 .343

100 148.110 .341 .323

200 147.408 .324 .305

300 146.715 .308 .288

400 146.031 .293 .272

500 145.356 .280 .257 ATS-l

600 144.691 .267 .243

700 144.036 .255 .230

800 143.392 .243 .218

900 142.759 .233 .207

1000 142.137 .222 .196
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TECGEO program (Low and Roelofs, 1972), which determines the geometric

and physical parameters at various height levels along the ray path of

the ionosphere as shown in Fig. 2-1. For Hawaii, the magnetic field

strength calculated by a dipole field approximation, with the values fit

exactly at the ground level, is believed to be better than the spherical

harmonic analysis of the main field. According to Dessler (1961, and the

reference therein) the spherical harmonic analysis of Finch and Leaton

(1957), which is believed to be the best model, will give 1% of error

to the main field at the ground level.

Around the F-region, i.e., 400 km ±100 km, the change of 100 km

in height will result about 5% and 6% changes in the Mfactor for

SYNCOM-3 and ATS-l respectively. As shown by Yuen et al. (1969), after

the 6% correction in Mfactor for 100 km change in layer height, the

irregularities in the EC curve still remain so are not all due to the

error of M. Consequently, the change in the shape of the layer or the

electron density profile is mostly real.

Recently, Wu and Newell (1972) have shown that the only region

sensitive to the changing of the neutral atmosphere densities is around

the F2 peak and that above about 400 km altitude there is almost no

effect on the form of variations in electron density. Therefore, the use

of weighted mean values of Mat a fixed height to obtain the EC will

accurately represent the real electron content through the F-region.

The difficulty in finding an exact mean value of Mis that the

shape of ~lectron density profile is time-dependent. According to Yeh

and Gonzalez (1960), the exact height for the mean value of Mis in the

range of 340 to 400 km. For low latitudes, Smith (1970) has estimated

the daytime mean value of Mat Arecibo is at heights between 400 and 490 km.
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The Mis obtained from the following expression; with the electron density

profile, N, deduced from the backscatter data.

M = fOhSAT
N(h) M(h) dh

In which NT is the EC determined from the Faraday rotation measurements.

Both Smith (1970) and Almeida et ale (1969) have shown that the diurnal

variation of the Mfactor is large. During the sunrise period, the

change in Mat Arecibo and Stanford had been estimated by them to be

25 and 23% respectively. One of the possible causes for this large

change in Mis due to the fact that in order to obtain a complete electron

density profile by the incoherent scatter radar, one hour of observation

is required, however, during sunrise period, the drop in hmF2 from

nighttime value to daytime value requires less than one hour.

For the EC data measured at the University of Hawaii, constant M
values at the height of 400 km are used for the Faraday rotation measure

ments from SYNCOM-3 (from September 1, 1964 to March 4, 1969) and ATS-l

(from January 1,1967 to present). This might introduce error in the

scale of EC values. In addition, the initial polarization angle of the

telemetry transmission is always difficult to determine (baseline error),

while the ±nn ambiguity of the angle of rotation can be removed with the

aid of nighttime foF2 values (Yuen et al., 1969). However, this study is

concerned with the dynamic features of the F-region only, i.e., variations

in the electron content are more interest than absolute values of EC.

Furthermore, results obtained from the EC are consistent with the

bottomside ionosonde measurements and analysis, such as the forenoon dip
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in foF2 (Rastogi and Sanatani, 1968) and the power spectrum estimation of

foF2, foEs and hmF2 (Rush, 1967). These independent works show that

the phenomena observed here cannot be completely due to the assumption of

constant M, although the important of the Mfactor to the determination

of the absolute value of EC cannot be ignored. Garriott et al., (1965)

have estimated that the error in the rotation angle determination is

better than 10°, which is about 10% during sunrise period and a much

smaller percentage during the other times of the day.

The 400 km sub ionospheric points of the ray paths of SYNCOM-3 and

ATS-l are shown in Fig. 2-2. The above ionospheric point stays at a

fairly fixed location for ATS-l, whereas a large westward drift for

SYNCOM-3 is obvious from January 1966 onward. This is due to the loss of

synchronization of this satellite. As pointed out by Yeh and Flaherty

(1966), the neglect of horizontal electron number-density gradient might

lead to 20% higher in electron content (Garriott and de Mendonca, 1963).

The large longitidunal extent of the 150 to 1000 km subionospheric

points of SYNCOM-3 might be the cause of the higher electron content in

the rotation measurements of SYNCOM-3 as shown in Fig. 1-1.

Due to this fact, while first doing the EC power spectrum estimation

for period range between 10 min. to 3.5 days, only the rotation

measurements of ATS-l (from 1967-1971) are used. Later, however, about

two years of data (1965 and 1966) taken from the rotation measurement of

SYNCOM-3 were analyzed. The results from these two satellite measurements

are not inconsistent. Since the variation of the zenith angle of the

1965 ray path (of SYNCOM-3) is small, the effect of horizontal gradient

of electron density on EC measurement is the smallest for 1965 as

compared with other years. Therefore, while analyzing the EC power
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spectrum for the period range of 2 days to 1/2 a year, only the 1965

(from SYNCOM-3) and 1969 (from ATS-l) daily peaks of EC are used.

2.3 The data

Since September 1,1964, the electron content data at the University

of Hawaii have been deduced by the above method continuously. Therefore,

for nearly a solar cycle, low latitudinal ionospheric data have been

obtained. In this section, the general behavior of the ionospheric

electron content data measured at the University of Hawaii is presented.

The aim is to give an overall view of this aspect of ionospheric time

series. The use and abuse of this time series will be evident after some

careful examination on this time series, with 5 minutes data interval.

Fig. 2~3 shows the variation of EC of 9 consecutive days (6-14 October,

1971). Two important features can be obtained from this figure immediately.

First, during the 1 1/2 hours sunrise period, the rate of increase of

EC and the values are nearly the same for each day. Second, the loss

of solar zenith angle control of EC variation is evidence after about

1700 hr (Universal time). From then on, the day-to-day variation of

EC at the same time is large. In Fig. 2-4, the rate of change of the

same 9 consecutive days of EC data are plotted. In this figure, the

low frequency components have been filtered out by the process of digital

differentiation. The sunrise effect on the rate of change of EC is

again observed. The peaks of these curves are found to be correlated

strongly with the movements of the F-region, see Fig. 1-2. This and the

preceding figures fully illustrated the dynamic nature of the EC time

series. The straight lines in these two figures are due to the linear

interpolation of the missing data.
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In Figures 2-5 a, b, c, and d, four months of EC are plotted.

They are the typical spring, summer, autumn, and winter EC curves. The

first, second, third day of each month are symbolized alphabetically.

The data points interval is 5 minutes. Therefore, the few hours temporal

variation in the time series of EC and the day-to-day values of EC at a

given time point can be easily seen. The discussion of these two kinds of

variations will be given in the following chapters.
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Chapter III

Statistical Study of the Mid-Morning Dip in Electron Content

3.1 Introduction

The forenoon or mid-morning bite-out of the F2 layer ionization at

tropical latitudes has been studied statistically by Rastogi and Sanatani

(1968). Using the Amedabad (dip 34°) foF2 data, they found that the

bite-out is experienced prominantly during the solstice months and more

during the maximum sunspot period. The bite-out is found to occur first

at height of F2 peak and is delayed with decreasing height and is not

observed below the height of maximum ionization in Fl layer. No distinc

tion was made between disturbed and quiet days.

Doupnik and Nisbet (1966) have observed large fluctuations in peak

electron density and electron content on several quiet winter and summer

days in 1964 at Aricebo. Considerable amount of ionospheric information

was collected at this location for one quiet day, December 18, 1964. The

true height profiles of this day show that in the Fl region the electron

density increases uniformly throughout the period. The major variations

are occurring in the F2 layer. Large electron temperature fluctuations

have been observed in the F-region during the same day using incoherent

scatter measurements. They explained the large electron density fluctua

tion as a result of production, loss, and diffusion within the layer and

without any external agents. In other words, they believed that the heat

transport rates control the fluctuation in electron density. For the

day-to-day variation, they hypothesized that it is controlled by the way

the neutral atmospheric densities build up in the F-region.

In this chapter, the most prominant daytime behavior of Hawaiian
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(dip 39 0
) EC, i.e., the forenoon depression in EC is studied statistically.

This is believed to be related to the phenomena studied and detected at

Amedabad (dip 340
) and Arecibo (dip 500

); as described in the preceding

two paragraphs. It is more difficult and subjective to sort out this

event from EC data than from foF2 because the integrated columnar electron

density varies more smoothly than the foF2 and the interference of this

event by the TIDs and other EC disturbances.

More than 6 years (September 1,1964 to December 31,1970) of EC

data have been examined for the presence of forenoon depression. From

September 1,1964 to December 31,1966 EC data from SYNCOM-3 have been

used and from January 1,1967 to December 31,1970 EC data from ATS-l

have been used. Two types of forenoon depression have been classified.

They are the dip (D) and production rate decrease (PRO). These are

illustrated in Fig. 3-1, where the parameters used to specify these

cases are marked. They are the starting time (T 1 ) and the corresponding

EC value (II)' the ending time (T 2 ) and the corresponding EC value (1 2 )

of this event and the time (T3) and maximum EC value (13) of this diurnal

variation. An example of PRO and D case are shown in Fig. 3-1 b.

3.2 Statistical results

Three statistical aspects of forenoon depression in EC have been

studied here, and the results are presented in the following three

subsections. They are (i) the statistical behavior of forenoon depression

(0 and PRO) in EC, (ii) the correlation study of 0 and (iii) the regression

analysis of 0 and PRO. From September, 1964 to December 1970, 380 PRO

and 140 D cases have been observed.
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3.2.1 Statistical behavior of 0 and PRO

(a) The occurrence frequencies

Figure 3-2 shows the percentage of occurrence of 0 and PRO for each

month from September 1964 to December 1970. The smoothed observed

Zurich relative sunspot number is also plotted in this figure.

Figure 3-3 a and b show the percentage of occurrence of 0 and PRO

for each year and each month, respectively. The 1964 results are not

included. The curves of Fig. 3-2 and 3-3 are consistent with the results

obtained by Rastogi and Sanatani (1968) using the Amedabad foF2 data.

There is no strong solar cycle effect, but one striking phenomenon is

that the peaks of the percentage of occurrence (Fig. 3-3 b) fallon the

minima of the semiannual neutral density variation (SAOV) perturbation

curve discussed in Chapter 5. However, no simple inverse proportionality

can be found between them.

(b) The seasonal behavior of T
1

and T2 - T1

Figure 3-4 shows the histogram of the starting time, T1 , for different

seasons; the four seasons are divided equally according to solar declination

angle. The duration or T
2

- T
1

histograms of 0 and PRO for the four

different seasons are shown in Fig. 3-5. While no strong seasonal effects

are apparent in duration, a strong seasonal effect can be seen in

starting time, for which solar zenith angle is only partly responsible.

The histogram of T
2

- T1 for all cases (520) are shown in Fig. 3-6.

3.2.2 Correlation study of 0

(a) With Ap index

The scatter plot of Ap indices against the percentage of dip, defined

as (II - 1
2
)/1

1
X 100, of 0 days is shown in Fig. 3-7. The correlation

coefficient is .051. The zero correlation hypothesis cannot be
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rejected at 5% level of significance. (See Bendat and Piersol, 1971,

p. 126 for the zero correlation hypothesis test.)

(b) With daily solar flux, Sa, at 2800 MHz

The scatter plot of Sa against the percentage of dip of 0 days is

shown in Fig. 3-8. A linear regression line is drawn in this figure

also. The correlation coefficient is -0.297. Although the zero

correlation hypothesis can be rejected at 5% level of significance the

correlation coefficient is still very small. Using the Sa value of

preceding day, the improvement in correlation coefficient is small

(equal to -0.300).

(c) With Kp index

The relationship between the time series Kp and the occurrence of 0

has been studied by the superposed epoch method for the winter 0 cases.

The superposed epoch curve for each winter varies differently. Therefore,

the correlation between the Kp index and the occurrence of dip is

doubtful.

3.2.3 Regression analysis of 0 and PRO

In order to have a same quantitative value for 0 and PRO, the

forenoon depression in EC is defined as

(3-1)

so that the 0 and PRO can be treated as a single event. This variable is

regressed with T
1

, 1
1

, T
2

, 1
2

, T
3

, 1
3

, Sa (daily solar flux at 2800 MHz),

Ap (daily magnetic index), MCODE (monthly magnetic activity condition

selected by IAGA Commission IV; for five quiet days, MCODE = 0; for ten

quiet days, MCODE = 1; for five disturbed days, MCODE = 3; otherwise

MCODE = 2), and the month of occurrence (MaN). The purpose of this
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analysis is to find out the dependence of DPRD on the above nine variables

and not to establish a linear regression equation for DPRD in terms of

the predictor variables, T
1

, II' T2 •••• etc., since the true predictor

variables are not known. Table 3-1 shows the proportion reduced in sum of

squares reduced in each step (first line) and the cumulative proportion

reduced in cumulative sum of squares reduced (second line) by the

method of stepwise regression procedure. The order of entry of these

9 predictor variables for D and PRO cases are also tabulated in Table 3-1.

Details of these results can be found in Appendix A. It is concluded

that the characteristic of DPRD are not strongly dependent on solar

flux and magnetic activity. However, there is some dependence of D on

solar flux.

The Sa, Ap and MeODE have also been used as predictor variables for

DPRD in a multiple linear regression analysis. The result is given in

Appendix B. Since the sum of squares of 'attributable to regression' is

very much smaller than the sum of squares of 'deviation from regression',

this regression model is bad.

As shown in Section 3.2.2, the correlation coefficients between the

percentage of dip and Ap and Sa are very small. Polynomial regression of

the percentage of dip with these two indices, Ap and Sa, are also

examined. In the following analysis, 12 of the PRD cases with PRD = 0

are included in the D case, so that the sample size becomes 152. For

the Ap index, polynomial regression of degree 5 has been selected. The

sum of squares of 'due to regression' is 431.5 and the sum of squares of

'deviation about regression' is 9545.4. Therefore, the model is bad.

For the Sa values, polynomial regression of degree 3 has been selected.

The sum of squares of 'due to regression' is 1418.2 and the sum of



Table 3-1 Order of entry of the nine predictor variables for 0,
PRO, and OPRO stepwise regression analyses
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TABLE 3-1

STEP D(152) PRD(368) DPRD(520)

II - I 12 - II 12 - II
2

X 100
II T2 - T1 T2 - T1

1 Sa .097 13 .388 13 .219

2 T2 .042 T3
.057 II .058

.139 .445 .277

3 T1
.169 Ap .014 T3 .020
.308 .460 .297

4 Ap .018 II .014 MCODE .012
.326 .474 .309

5 13
.010 S .006 S .008
.336 a .479 a .318

6 T
3

.003 T1 .005 T1 .007

.339 .484 .324

7 II .002 T2 .012 T2 .047
.341 .495 .371

8 MON .000 MCODE .005 Ap
.002

.341 .500 .373

9 MCODE .000 MON .000 MON .000
.341 .500 .373

24
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squares of 'deviation about regression' is 8558.7. Although this is

much better than the former, the regression model still is not good.

From the above studies, it is clear that the occurrence and the de

grees of depression as measured by (II - 1
2
)/1

1
X100 for 0 case and

(1
2

- I
1
)/(T

2
~ T

1
) for PRO case are not correlated with the magnetic

activity. The correlation with Sa is very weak. One serious limitation

on the analysis of this chapter is that the events are sorted by eye and

the EC curves are very irregular, see Fig. 2-5 a, b, c, and d. One of

the important advantages of EC data is its continuity in time, therefore

the power spectrum estimations on this time series is very helpful in

understanding the fluctuating behavior of this time series. Some

profound characteristic in the power spectrum estimations of EC time

series have been detected and will be discussed in the next chapter.

This is believed to be related to the neutral atmosphere dynamics and

will be shown in the following chapters.
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Chapter IV

Power Spectrum Estimations on Electron Content

4.1 Introduction

Power spectrum estimations on electron content measured at

latitudes of 34° and 42° S was reported by Titheridge (1971). His

analyses covered periods from 30 seconds to 2 years, classified as short

(30 seconds - 5 minutes), medium 3 - 90 minutes) and long period fluc

tuations which were further divided into three ranges, viz., 20 minutes

to 2 days, 4 hours to 20 days, and 2 days to 2 years. In addition, for

periods less than 20 days, summer and winter data were grouped separately,

and for periods greater than 20 days the data were grouped into nights

and days. Different methods of spectral estimation were used for the

different ranges of periods.

The diurnal variation (24 hr period) was removed by subtracting

either the mean values Or moving averages. Later, Webster and Lyon (1973)

showed that the use of running means to filter out low frequencies might

introduce spurious peaks in the power spectrum. Thus it is necessary

to apply statistical tests of significance on these spectral estimates,

because the power spectrum is estimated from the truncated time series of

the data and the true power spectrum is difficult to obtain.

In this chapter, different methods of spectral estimation are used

for the period range of 2 days to half a year, and the Fast Fourier transform

technique is used on the period range of 10 min. to 3.5 days. In order to

avoid the evolutional processes in the EC time series, a year of data

(daily peak of EC) near the minimum solar activity (1965) and a year of

data (daily peak of EC) near the maximum solar activity (1969) are used

for the former period range. For the latter period range, power spectra
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of different seasons are estimated.

Sections 4.2 and 4.3 discuss the data, methods of analysis and results

of the period range of 2 days to half a year and the period range of 10

min. to 3.5 days respectively. In the next chapter, these results are

further examined, and summarized along with the results of Chapter 3

and the results of other researchers.

4.2 Power spectrum of EC with period range of 2 days to half a year

Analysis of the power spectra of electron content data has revealed

peaks corresponding to periods of 2 1/2, 5, 10 and 27 days (Titheridge,

1971). Titheridge attributed the 27-day period to solar rotation but no

explanation was given for the shorter periods.

Webster and Lyon (1973) have shown that the use of running means to

filter experimental data will introduce spurious peaks in the power

spectrum. Since running means were used by Titheridge, it is possible

that some of the periods reported by him are spurious.

In this section, confidence interval and bandwidth parameters are

used to determine the significance of peaks in the power spectrum of

electron content data obtained at Hawaii. Two methods of power spectrum

analysis are used. The first is the classical method of Blackman and

Tukey (1959). The second is the bivariate autoregressive spectrum

estimation (Parzen, 1969, 1971; Jones, 1973). The use of these two

methods is thought to produce a more accurate indication of the true

spectrum than either method alone (Jones, 1973).

The data analyzed consist of daily values of peak EC. The data

length is one year (365 points) and the frequency resolution is such that

periods longer than about 15 days are difficult to identify unless they
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are very strong. Therefore, the Fast Fourier transform technique, which

has high frequency resolution and only two degrees of freedom, is used

in order to detect the peaks in the long period range of the spectrum.

Two epochs were chosen for this analysis. The first was 1965, a

period of low solar activity, and the second was 1969, a period of high

solar activity. This was done to partially eliminate one of the non

stationary aspects of the data.

4.2.1 Data and methods of analysis

Figure 4-1 shows the time series analyzed; from top to bottom are the

1969 1 s and 1965's daily solar flux at 2800 MHz (flux adjusted to 1 A.U.)

and 1965's and 1969 1s daily maximum EC measured over Hawaii (the 400 km

sub ionospheric points are 19.7° N geographic, 161.0° Wgeographic and

19.7° N geographic, 157.2° Wgeographic for the 1965 and 1969, respectively.)

Since the 1965 EC data were measured before the westward drift of SYNCOM-3

(due to the loss of synchronization) and the ATS-l remained in a stable

geostationary orbit at 140° W, the ray-paths for both remained constant.

Thus, the continuous records of EC for these two years were obtained

for a fixed region of the ionosphere with changes taking place in the

solar zenith angle (diurnal variation), sub solar point, solar activity

and dynamical movements of the thermosphere throughout the year. The

daily maximum value of EC is used instead of the daily daytime averaged

value because the day-to-day fluctuations of irregular movements of the

thermosphere are to be investigated. Furthermore, Titheridge (1973) has

pointed out recently that daytime (1100 LT to 1600 LT) averaged EC with

periods less than 15 days do not correlate with change with Sa, but

reflect changes in the loss rate caused by irregular movements in the

atmosphere. Therefore, from the point of view of dynamical behavior of
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the ionosphere of thermosphere, the daily maximum of EC is an important

parameter.

From Fig. 4-1, the means of the time series of 2800 MHz daily solar

flux (Sa) and the daily peak of EC (1m) are not constant in time between

low (1965) and high (1969) solar activity. This contradicts the first

condition for a stochastic process to be weakly stationary. Hence, a

year of data might be a reasonable length to represent the stationary

behavior at low or high solar activity, even though the slow semi-annual

variation still exists in 1969 Sa, 1965 1m and 1969 1m data (which can

be perceived by viewing Fig. 4-1 along the X-axis).

The four records of data: 1965 Sa, 1969 Sa, 1965 1m, and 1969 1m

have been tested for respective stationarities (Bendat and Piersol, 1971).

Each record was divided into 18 segments; twenty days in the first 17

segments and 25 days in the last segment and, the standard deviation of

each segment and the median standard deviation found. The number of

runs was counted as the number of times the standard deviation's curve (of

the 18 segments) crosses the median standard deviation. The results are

shown in Fig. 4-2. At the 0. = 0.05 level of significance the number

of runs must be between 5 and 14 inclusively in order for the hypothesis

of stationarity to be acceptable. As shown in Fig. 4-2, 1965 1m is the

only record that the hypothesis of stationarity rejected at the 0. = 0.05

level of significance. With these facts the power spectra will be shown

in the next section can be discussed in a more meaningful way. The

methods that are used to obtain the power spectra of the next section

are estimated via (1) covariance estimations, (2) bivariate autoregressive

estimations, and (3) FFT. Details of these methods are given in

Appendix C.
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4.2.2 Results

Using the methods (1) and (2) described in the Appendix C, the

power spectra of 1965 1m and 1969 1m have been obtained and are shown

in Fig. 4-3. The upper four plots show the results with maximum lag of

the covariance function equal to 50 days, while the lower four plots

show the results with maximum lag equal to 100 days. The solid curves are

the estimates from method (1) (via covariance estimates), while the dash

dot (smoother) curves are the estimates from the method (2) (via

bivariate autoregressive estimates).

More peaks show up in the lower four plots due to the effect of

increase in maximum lag. The bandwidth and the 95% confidence interval

are drawn on each plot. Since the logarithm of the power spectral

density is plotted vs. linear frequency scale, the bandwidth and the

confidence interval apply to each estimated frequency component. The

dash-dot curves are estimated from the bivariate autoregression with

order 13. The peaks of the dash-dot curves follow closely the peaks of

the solid curves in the upper plots of Fig. 4-3, especially for the power

spectrum of 1965 1m.

In Table 4-1 the peaks in the power spectrum plots of 1965 1m and

1969 1m for a maximum lag equal to 50 are listed. The corresponding values

in decibels and frequency resolutions are also listed in the table. For

all the periods listed in Table 4-1 except the two-week periods the power

spectrum density of 1969 1m is approximately 6 db less than the power

spectrum density of 1965 1m. Applying the 95% confidence interval at

each of the periods shown in Table 4-1 reveals that most of the peaks are

not significant, except the 1965 6.45 and 2.17 day periods. However, if

we increase the maximum lag to 100 (the frequency resolution is doubled),



Table 4-1 Peaks in the power spectra of 1965 Im and 1969 Im
(from Fig. 4-3)
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TABLE 4-1

....
1965 1m 1969 1m

Period Resolution db(Ref. to low Period Resolution db(Ref. to low
days days freq. end) days days freq. end)

14.29+ 11.1-20.0 -13.05 15.38* 11.8-22.2 -15.43

6.45* 5.7-7.4 -12.49 5.88+ 5.3-6.7 -18.98

4.55 4.2-5.0 -16.39 4.26+ 3.9-4.7 -21.90

3.39+ 3.2-3.6 -14.40 3.57 3.3-3.8 -21.31

3.08 2.9-3.3 -21 .16

2.63 2.5-2.8 -13.64 2.63 2.5-2.8 -18.99

2.17* 2.1-2.3 -12.56 2.33 2.2-2.4 -20.37

* denotes the peak that satisfies the significance of 95% confidence

interval, while + denotes the peak just barely satisfies the significance

of 95% confidence interval.
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some interesting features appear.

Firstly, the period due to solar rotation appears as a hump and a

peak in the 1965 1m and 1969 1m power spectra respectively, although both

of these cannot meet the 95% confidence interval test. This is due to

the poor frequency resolution in the very low frequency end. Secondly,

the 1965 peaks with periods 6.45 and 2.17 days and the 1969 peak with pe

riod 15.38 days are all within the 95% confidence level. The 1965

peaks with periods 14.29, 3.39 days and 1969 peaks with periods 5.88,

4.26 days just barely satisfy the 95% confidence level. The power spectra

estimated via bivariate autoregressive estimation also contain peaks with

the same periods. The coherence squared of Fig. 4-3 shows peaks at periods

14.29,6.67,4.17, 3.33 and 2.35 days between 1965 1m (low solar

activity) and 1969 1m (high solar activity). Their respective phases

are -29.72°, 128.53°, -38.39°,151.76°, and 130.97°.

In Fig. 4-4 the power spectra of the 1965 1m and Sa (the upper four

plots) and the 1969 1m and Sa (the lower four plots) are calculated and

drawn as Fig. 4-3. The maximum lag are 100 for both the upper and lower

plots. The only significant peak in the power spectrum plot of Sa is the

1969 peak with period 28.57 days. The 1965 Sa peak with period 4.65 days

can barely satisfy the condition for 95% confidence interval. From the

coherence squared plots of Fig. 4-4, the bivariate autoregressive

estimates reveal clearly that the 1m and Sa vary coherently with periods

28.57,6.67,3.39, and 2.22 days (the corresponding phases are 12.85°,

-61.48°,161.40°,111.55°, and 52.06°) in the low solar activity year

(1965) and 25.00 and 2.35 days (the corresponding phases are 28.90° and

-86.52°) in the high solar activity year(1969).

The orders of the bivariate autoregression of 1m and Sa for 1965 and
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1969 are 13 and 5 respectively. A lower order chosen for the year 1969

implies that the peaks in the power spectra of 1969 1m and Sa are more

likely due to statistical fluctuations than to periodicities in the data.

The 1965 Sa and 1969 Sa have been analyzed by the same method, with

maximum lag equal to 100; only 4 orders are selected for the bivariate

autoregression matrices. The power spectrum densities of 1965 Sa and

1969 Sa of Fig. 4-4 are drawn together in Fig. 4-5, which reveals that

in the period range of 2.99 to 7.41 days, the power spectrum density of

1969 Sa is lower than the 1965 Sa by about 4 db. Figure 4-6 shows the

coherence squared and phase of 1965 Sa and 1969 Sa. The peaks in the

solid curve of the coherence squared plot are due mainly to statistical

fluctuations because a large maximum lag number (100) was chosen in the

covariance estimations. The dash-dot (or smoother) curve shows a peak

with period equal to 3.33 days and two broad peaks, one centered at 4.35

days and the other at 2.42 days.

In Fig. 4-7, the power spectral amplitudes of 1965 Sa, 1m and 1969

Sa, 1m are estimated via the Fast Fourier transform method. At the low

frequency ends, the 1965 1m (thin) curve shows peaks at 186.50,37.30,

24.87 days and 1965 Sa (thick) curve shows peaks at 62.17,41.44,26.64

days and a hump at 186.50 days. Both the 1969 Sa (thick) and 1m (thin)

curves show dominant peaks with periods of about half a year and 27 days,

which are probably due to semiannual density variation and solar rotation

respectively. The smaller peaks are 62.17 days for Sa and 46.63 days for

1m. These results are summarized in Table 4-2. Note the disappearance

of a two month period in both the 1965 and 1969 1m data.

In order to illustrate the peaks in the high frequency ends, the

vertical scale of Fig. 4-7 is changed at the dashed lines on the curves.
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Table 4-2 Peaks of humps (within parentheses) in the power spectra
of 1965 Sa, 1m, and 1969 Sa, and 1m



TABLE 4-2

1965 (Low Solar Activity) 1969 (High Solar Activity)

Sa, days 1m, days Sa, days 1m, days

(186.50) 186.50 186.50 186.50

62.17 X 62.17 X

41.44 37.30 (46.63) 46.63

26.64 24.87 26.64 23.31
(31.08) (28.69)

X indicates the absence of about two month period in 1m data.
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The flat portions of the 1965 and 1969 Sa curves are due to the poor reso

lution of the computer's printer output. The peaks or bumps at the high

frequency ends of Fig. 4-7 are consistent with the results of Fig. 4-3

and 4-4, except for the high variabilities of the FFT estimates.

The resolution of the power spectrum estimates of Fig. 4-7 is

2/373 ~ 0.005 cycles per day (9 zeroes are added to the 365 data points

so that the largest factor of the total data points is ~ 19, which is

the requirement for the FFT algorithm used) and the 90% confidence inter

val will be

0.3 Ii < $.
1

< 19.4 I.
1

(4-1)

where 5i is X2 distributed variable with 2 degrees of freedom and Ii is

the power spectrum estimates at frequency index i of FFT. Hence, only

those peaks that are due to semi-annual density variation and solar

rotation of 1969 1 s Sa and 1m can satisfy ,this significance test and

just barely. However, the other peaks listed in Table 4-2 can be sub

stantiated if several years of data are available for low and high solar

activities, by averaging the power spectra of all the years corresponding

to low or high solar activity respectively. The degrees of freedom of

the X2 distributed estimates will be 2 times the number of years of data

used with the bandwidth (resolution) unchanged. If the peaks with the

periods shown in Table 4-2 persist, these peaks would satisfy the statis

tical significance test more easily because the increases of the degrees

of freedom of the averaged estimates.

4.2.3 Discussion of the results and the data

The ~2 1/2, 5, 10 and 16 days peaks in the ionospheric electron

content power spectrum had been detected by Titheridge (1971) and no
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apparent physical cause was given by him. However, Webster and Lyon (1973)

have pointed out recently that the use of running means to filter out

the low frequency components, as had been used by Titheridge (1971),

may introduce spurious peaks in the power spectrum, in particular the

~lO days peak. In this analysis, without the use of running means to

filter out the low frequency components of Hawaiian EC, we do detect

strong ~2.5 and ~5 days peaks during low solar activity and strong

~16 days peak during high solar activity year. No peak near 10 days was

detected. The influence of the interplanetary magnetic field sector

structure on the occurrence of these peaks is suggested in the next

chapter.

As has been shown by Titheridge (1973) recently, the EC is correlated

better with the daily solar flux (Sa) than with the sunspot number. From

Fig. 4-1, as marked by dashes, we note that corresponding to each abrupt

change in 1969 Sa, there is a spike in the 1969 1m curve, although they

are not in proportion. How~ver, the reverse is not always true. This

feature is not apparent in the 1965 1m and Sa curves.

Semiannual variation in 1969 Sa and 1m, and 1965 1m and Sa can be

recognized easily by viewing the curves along the X-axis of Fig. 4-1.

Furthermore, the increase in mean values of solar activity are evident also.

Therefore, using a long series, over one or two solar cycles, of data of

this sort the constant mean condition;

E [X(t)] = constant,

where E is the expectation of the time series X(t), will not be satisfied.

This deteriorates the first condition for a stochastic process to be

weakly stationary. The second condition is R(t 1 + T, t 2 + T) = R(t 1 , t
2

)
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for all t

1
, t

2
and t, where R(t

1
, t 2 ) is the covariance function at time

t
1

and t
2

•

Titheridge (1971) had used the running means method to filter out

the low frequency components; however, we believe that a segment (one

year) of original data at low solar activi~y and at high solar activity

will give less distorted power spectrum estimations. Although according

to the run test of the standard deviations of 1965 1m data, the stationarity

hypothesis is rejected at ~= 0.05 level of significance. The most

probable cause for this is that their covariance functions R(t
1

, t
2

) are

not independent of times t
1

and t
2

, i.e., the second condition is

deteriorated. This method, that is, the use of a segment of time series

according to some prior physical condition instead of a long time series,

has been used to detect the persistent seasonal power spectral structure

also (Section 4.3).

From Table 4-1, where most of our results are summarized, we note

that if we use a time series which contains both the low and high solar

activities, all the peaks which are within a 95% confidence interval,

marked by * and +, will probably lose their significance, because the

characteristics of low and high solar activity may become a transient

effect in a long series of data. For example, only the weak line

corresponding to 14.1 days has been detected by Fraser-Smith (1972) in

his power spectrum estimation of the geomagnetic activity index, Ap'

This might be due to the average effect, because he used 23 years of

daily Ap data, April, 1944 through December 31,1967.
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4.3 Power spectrum of EC with period range of 10 minutes to 3.5 days

In the long period range (20 min. to 2 days) of EC power spectrum,

peaks or bumps with periods of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 12 hours have been

observed by Titheridge (1971). However, there is no discussion on the

confidence limit and frequency resolution of his power spectrum plot,

the significance of these peaks or bumps are difficult to estimate from

his results.

In this analysis, EC power sp~ctra at Hawaii are obtained for

periods between 10 minutes and 3.5 days by the periodogram estimations

via FFT. Seasonal behavior of these power spectrum estimations is

emphasized. The dominant and persistent modes are the tidal periods, as

have been detected by Titheridge (1971). However, profound seasonal

characteristics have also been found.

4.3.1 Data and method of analysis

Four consecutive days of EC data at each season are shown in Fig. 4-8.

From top to bottom, they are the winter, autumn (according to the

October maximum of the neutral semiannual density variation, SADV) ,

summer, and spring EC diurnal variation curves. The day-to-day variation in

daily peak values can be seen in this figure also. A larger sample

(a month of data) of Hawa~ian EC curves for each season has been shown

in Fig. 2-5 a, b, c, and d. The analysis of preceding section concerned

the day-to-day changes in the peak of EC.

In the beginning of this analysis the four seasonal epochs are

selected according to the solar declination angle, O. The length ofo
each season is 36 days which is divided into two equal segments. The

midpoint of each season is the day with 0
0

equals to 0° or ±23.5°.

Some interesting features have been obtained when the epochs of these
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four seasons are marked on the semiannual density variation perturbation

curve. The Jacchia's (1971) semiannual density variation empirical

formula is shown and plotted in Fig. 4-9. This semiannual dens~ty

perturbation is approximated by functions of height and time. The upper

curve shows the time dependence function, g(t), while the lower curve

shows the height dependence function, f(z). The horizontal bars in

this figure show the time lags of the maxima or minima of the semiannual

density variation perturbation with respect to the midpoint of each

season. In Table 4-3, the time lag and the change in the time dependence

function of SADV perturbation, i .e., ~g(t), are tabulated for each

season. The ~g(t) illustrates the range of variation of the neutral

density within that season. As will be shown in the next section, the

autumn spectra did not give consistent structure for different years as

did the other seasons. The large ~g(t) of autumn might be the cause for

this effect. So the midpoint of Fall of each year is shifted to the

October maximum of SADV. Consequently, ~g(t) becomes 0.1 and consistent

power spectra are obtained for each year.

(a) Data treatment

The EC measured at the University of Hawaii with data point interval

of 5 min. is used in this analysis. The four seasonal epochs are selected

from the rotation angle measurement of ATS-l; from the beginning of 1967

to the end of 1971. The 36 days of each season is divided equally into

two segments and analyzed separately. Therefore the total number of

data points in each segment is 5184 and the length of the time series

is 18 days,

Linear interpolation is used for the missing data points. If the

lack of data is greater than 100 points in one day, this day is deleted



Table 4-3 Some relationships between semiannual density variation
(SADV) and seasons
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TABLE 4-3

SEASON Time lag between the 6g (t)
max. or min. of SADV
and the midpoint of 10g 10 p
the respective season,
days

SPRING 15 0.18

SUMMER 37 0.28

FALL 35 0.56

WINTER 20 0.33

FALL 0 0.1
(SADV)
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and a day is added at the end of this record. If more than 4 days have

lack of data greater than 100 points in each day, the corresponding

season is deleted for analysis. Consequently, only four years of data,

i.e., 1968 to 1971 are available for spring, fall (SADV), and winter

power spectrum estimations.

In spite of the westward drift of SYNCOM-3, the seasonal power

spectrum structure of the EC measured from SYNCOM-3 are also estimated

similarly for certain seasons in 1965 and 1966.

(b) The power spectrum estimates from FFT

In Section 4.2, FFT technique has been used to detect the power

spectrum structure at the low frequency end. The power spectrum estimates

are highly variable. The 90% confidence interval of the estimates is

given by Eq. (4~1). In Appendix D, the theory of periodogram estimation

of spectrum and the statistical behavior of these estimates are

summarized. The seasonal power spectrum estimates of this section are

obtained from the average of two power spectrum estimates. Therefore,

the number of degrees of freedom is 4, and the 90% confidence interval

becomes,

0.42 Ii < S.
1

< 5.63 Ii . (4-2)

The Fast Fourier transform subroutine, AR 10 FT(N, X, V), in the

system library of the University of Hawaii computing center is used for

the finite discrete Fourier transform computation, i.e.,

(4-3)

where Xk, k=O, 1,2, ... , N-l is the complex time series and Zv is its
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transform at frequency index v, which is equivalent to frequency v/Nh,

where h is the interval of data points. Zv is calculated at frequencies,

0, l/Nh, 2/Nh, ... , (N-l)/Nh. However, only half of the transforms of

these frequencies are uniquely determined, since the Nyquist cutoff

frequency occurs at this point. For the time series examined here, the

Nyquist cutoff frequency is 1/10 min. (h=5 min.). The frequency resolu

tion is approximately l/Nh, i.e., 0.0000386 cycle per minute. Since

period is more easily perceived for this study, the resolution in time

at the diurnal harmonics are listed in Table 4-4. The period of 1/6 hr

is added in this table to show the contrast in resolution at the low

and high frequency ends.

In Fig. 4-10, an example of the seasonal power spectrum estimates

are plotted in log-log scale. The period in minutes is plotted against

the normalized spectral amplitude, i.e.,

I I

V
=

1
Nil

N-,
l: IZ /2

v=O V

(4-4)

where the denominator represents the total variance of the power spectrum.

At the short period end of this plot, only some samples of I'v are plotted.

In order to save the information of the estimates at the short period

end, sectional smoothings of the I' v are performed at the cost of losing

frequency resolution. The smoothing scheme is shown below:

3 points smoothing, for 80 < v < 143,

5 points smoothing, for 144 < ~ < 253,

11 points smoothing, for 258 < v < 490,

21 points smoothing, for 509 < v < 2357,



Table 4-4 Resolutions of tidal modes
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TABLE 4-4

PERIODS, HR. RESOLUTIONS, min.

24 76

12 20

8 9

6 5

4 2

3 1

1/6 0.0039
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where v is the frequency index of the Fourier transform given in Eq. (4-3).

For v < 80 (or period> 328 min.), no smoothing is performed. The effects

of adjection frequency smoothing and ensemble (or segment) smoothing on

the confidence interval and frequency resolution of the spectrum

estimates are given in Appendix D. The result of the above smoothing

scheme of the same power spectrum estimates of Fig. 4-10 is shown in

Fig. 4-11. The statistical fluctuations at the short period end of

Fig. 4-10 have been rem0ved. Of all the peaks indicated by arrows (in

Fig. 4-11), only the peaks with period equal to 130 min., 480 min.,

720 min., and 1440 min. are statistically significant. This curve is

plotted again in linear vertical scale in Fig. 4-17 e. The significant

peaks are much more easy to pick out in Fig. 4-17 e, although three

different vertical scales have to be used in order to show the entire

power spectrum.

The significant peaks with periods greater than 200 min. are the

main topics of this section. They will be called the dominant modes or

higher-order tidal modes in the following investigation.

(c) The power spectrum plots

Figure 4-12 is a typical power spectrum amplitude plot that we will

examine in the next section. The I' v of Eq. (4-4) is divided by the

period of the estimate, so that the area under the power spectrum curve

(from period Ta to period Tb) represents the energy content within that

period range (Ta to Tb). Three vertical linear scales have been used in

this plot. The power spectrum shown in this figure is calculated from

the same record of data that has been used for the calculation of

preceding two figures, however, with the diurnal mean values subtracted.

The strong diurnal component and its harmonics are reduced to zeroes, as
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circled on the X-axis, even if they are a dominant peaks (compare with

Fig. 4-17 e). A similar result had been obtained by Rush (1967) while

calculating the power spectrum estimations via covariance estimates of

hourly foF2 values, with the mean values removed. The peaks marked with

arrows are the spurious peaks due to statistical fluctuation, the

corresponding peaks with the diurnal mean value NOT removed are indicated

in Fig. 4-17 e by arrows. All these peaks do not meet the 90% confidence

interval test given by Eq. (4-2). This figure illustrates the high

variability of FFT estimations and the noisy structure of EC data. The

overall power spectrum structure of EC from about 10 min. to 3 days can

be perceived from Fig. 4-11 in a single continuous plot.

In the power spectral plots of next section (Section 4.3.2), the

maxima of the first (11-210 min.), second (185-700 min.), and third

(700 min. - 3.5 days) vertical scales are normalized to 10, 8, and 6

arbitrary units respectively. Their respective values are shown in the

figure also. The aim of next section is to detect the hidden periods in

the nosiy EC data, rather than to investigate the changes in the shape

of the seasonal power spectrum structure.

(d) The cycle and the harmonics

For the existence of a pure cycle, or periodic component, at

frequency f 1 in a stationary time series X(t), the power spectral density

of X(t) should consist of a delta function at frequency f 1 , o(f - f
1
).

However, due to the finite length of X(t) and finite bandwidth (frequency

resolution) of a physical device, it is always impossible to obtain a

delta function or even a sharp spike in the power spectrum density of

X(t) mathematically or physically. The recently developed Maximum

Entropy Method of power spectrum estimation (Burg, 1967, 1968, Ulrych, 1972,
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Ables, 1973} offers improved results for the selected periods. In order

to illustrate this point, Fig. 4-13 {after Bendat and Piersol, Fig. 7-12,

1971} shows the measured power spectrum of the output of a thermal noise

generator mixed with a sinusoidal signal with an rms amplitude equal to

one-twentieth that of the random signal. Figure 4-13 a, b, and c show

the effect of narrowing down the bandwidth, Be' of the electronics filter.

Two features are obvious in this figure. They are {i} the bandwidth of

the peak of the sine wave is always equal to the bandwidth of the

analyzer filter, and {ii} the spectral density of the peak of the sine

wave is always proportional to the reduction in filter bandwidth.

However, these are not the if and only if conditions for the existence

of a periodic component in the power spectrum density because the

bandwidth of the random data might be narrower than the filter bandwidth

and obscure the peak caused by the sine wave; for example, the 8 hours

peak of Fig. 4-21 could be due to this effect.

While first analyzing the power spectrum of EC data mathematically,

a nine days segment is used instead of eighteen days segment. The

above two characteristics have been observed as the length of the

segment is doubled. The interpretation of these is given in Appendix D.

From these physical facts and the confidence interval test on the peaks

of the power spectrum of EC, the peaks estimated in the next section are

very likely to be the true peaks or true cycles in the EC data.

When the peaks of the periodogram are less obvious, the following

hypothesis test is used instead of the criterion {4-2}. Let Ho be the

hypothesis that no pure cycle exists in the {power spectrum} estimate

at frequency i, and calculate the value of T as follows,
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T =

r.
1

1 i+10
- L
20 .. 10J=l-

j, i

1.
J

If T is larger than F4,80; a ' Ho can be rejected at a level of signifi

cance, where F4,80 is the F-distribution function with 4 and 80 degrees

of freedoms. In Table 4-5, the tidal modes within the parentheses are

those that reject the Ho at a = 0.01 level of significance. Further

discussion on this topic can be found in Hannan (1961).

4.3.2 Results

(a) 5ummer

In Fig. 4-14 a, b, c, d, and e the summer power spectrum of 1967,

68, 69, 70 and 71 are shown, respectively. The dominant modes are the

diurnal (51)' semidiurnal (52)' and terdiurnal (53) tidal modes. In this

and the following power spectrum plots, unless otherwise stated, are the

FFT power spectrum estimates with 4 degrees of freedom and no adjection

frequency smoothing is used as discussed in 5ection 4.3.1 (b). For

period shorter than 200 min., the power spectrum structure of 1968

summer are quite different from the other years; the spectral density

remains fairly constant from 200 min. to 48 min.

(b) Winter

In Fig. 4-15 a, b, c, and d, the winter power spectra of 1968,

69, 70 and 71 are shown respectively. The dominant modes are the diurnal

(51), semidiurnal (52)' terdiurnal (53)' one-fourth diurnal (54)' and

one-sixth diurnal (56) tidal modes, except for the 1971 power spectrum,

in which the one-sixth diurnal component is missing.

(c) 5pring
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In Fig. 4-16 a, b, c, and d, the spring power spectra of 1968, 69,

70, and 71 are shown respectively. For the 1968 power spectrum, the

dominant modes are the SI' S2 and S4 tidal modes. SI' S2' S4' and S6

are the dominant tidal modes for 1969,1970. For 1971, the dominant

tidal modes are S1' S2' S4' and S3'

(d) Fall

The power spectra of fall and SADV fall are shown in Fig. 4-17 and

4-18 respectively. Sl and S2 are the dominant modes in Figs. 4-17 and

4-18. For the higher-order modes, S3 and S4 are significant in 1967 and

1968 fall spectrum. S3' S4' and S6 are significant in 1969 fall spectrum,

while only S3 is significant in 1970 and 1971 fall spectra. In Fig.

4-17 e, and 4-18 a to d, sectional adjection frequency smoothing has

been used in these figures, $3 and $4 are the significant higher-order

modes. $6 is the additional dominant mode for the 1970 spectrum.

(e) Power spectra estimated from SYNCOM-3 EC data

The 1965 and 1966 SADV fall spectra, see Fig. 4-19 a and b, show that

S3 and S4 are the dominant higher-order tidal modes. Figs. 4-20, 21,

and 22 show the 1966 summer, 1965 winter, and 1966 spring power spectra

respectively. The higher-order tidal modes are $3 for 1966 summer, 54

and S6 for 1965 winter and S4 for 1966 spring. These are consistent

with the dominant modes that had been estimated from the EC data obtained

from AT5-1. Adjection frequency smoothing has been applied to the

spectra of Figs. 4-19 to 22.

4.3.3 Summary of results.

Table 4-5 summarizes the dominant higher-order tidal modes that

have been estimated. The last column lists the most probable tidal modes

for each season, except the fall.
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TABLE 4-5

Dominant Tidal modes with period <12 hours (estimated from UH EC power

spectra)
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SEASONS Dominant modes, <12 hr. Most
SYNCOM-3 ATS-l probable

modes
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

SUMMER X 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

WINTER X X 8 8 8 8 8
6 6 6 6 6 6
4 4 4 4 4

SPRING X 6 X (6) 6 6 (8) 6
(4 ) (4) 6

FALL 8 X (8) 8 8 8 8 ?
6 (6) 6 6

4

FALL 8 8 X (8) 8 (8) 8 8
(SADV) 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

(4)

Peaks within parentheses are those that reject the hypothesis test

discussed in text.

IX' indicates that the EC data is not sufficient for the power spectrum

estimation.
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Generally speaking, the ratios of the maxima in the three sections,

from right to left, of the power spectrum plots are 1:1/100:1/1000 for

spring, summer, and fall, and 1:1/10:1/1000 for winter. This shows that

the higher-order tidal modes of winter are about one order of magnitude

higher than the other seasons.

The $1 and 52 are always significant for each season. The

52/51 ratio is smallest for summer and largest for winter. During summer,

the amplitude of 52 and 53 are comparable.

A point should be borne in mind is that the spectral amplitudes

observed over here are solely due to the ionospheric EC time series.

These might not be proportional to the driving mechanism.



Chapter V

Inferences from Present and Others Experimental Results
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5.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapters the disturbed and quiet ionosphere of low

latitudes have been studied from the examination of EC data measured at

the University of Hawaii. In this chapter, the inferences from these

experimental results are summarized along with others experimental and

theoretical results. The topics that will be discussed in this chapter

are (i) the connection between the tidal modes detected by the power

spectrum estimations of ionospheric data and the tides of the neutral

atmosphere, and (ii) the relationships between the several days (around

6 and 15 days) cycles of the daily peak of EC and the change in the

physical state of the thermosphere. These two phenomena are believed to

be related to the tidal circulations in the thermosphere. The idealized

wind system according to Kohl and King (1967) and Geisler (1966, 1967)

with meridional winds blowing toward the pole during the day and toward

the equator at night, and with the maximum intensity in the mid-latitude

cannot adequately account for the ionospheric behavior at mid-dip

latitudes (see Fig. 1-7 b, c). Also, the theoretical model of the

ionosphere depends very significantly on the specific models of the

neutral atmosphere (Chandra and Stubbe, 1972). These aspects will be

discussed in the following three sections.

5.2 Tidal modes in the F-region

The results given in Section 4.3 and Chapter 3 will be discussed

here along with other experimental and theoretical results. At first

sight the results of Chapter 3 appear to have little relevance. However,
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an examination of the theoretical integrated time-dependent electron

density profiles (Chapter 7) suggests that the forenoon depression in EC

is just the consequence of strong tidal modes in the F-region. This

phenomenon provides the evidence of the semidiurnal and terdiurnal tides

in the F-region. Also, part of the nighttime increases in EC as studied

by Young et al. (1970) might be explained by the effect of semidiurnal

tide also. The statistical studies of forenoon depression and nighttime

increases in EC are compared in the next subsection.

5.2.1 Forenoon depression and nighttime increases in EC

Wang (1971) had given a detailed account on the pre-midnight and

post-midnight enhancement bump in EC measured at the University of Hawaii

in terms of the mechanisms of conjugate flux and exospheric flux. Some

salient features of the nighttime increases, possibly excluding the large

bump, and forenoon depression in EC are discussed here. Both of these

results are sorted by eye, therefore some biases on these results would

be expected, especially when the EC data are contaminated by TIDs.

The time of occurrence of forenoon depression in EC (T
1

) depends

strongly on season. The median values of T1 for Spring, Summer, Fall,

and Winter are 0854 hr, 0812 hr, 0818 hr, and 0954 hr (HST) respectively.

While the most probable time of occurrence in the pre-midnight increases

in EC according to Young et al. (1970) is 2i-22 hr (HST), which is

about 12 hours apart from 0900 hr.

Figures 3-2 and 3-3 show that the number of occurrences of the fore

noon depression in EC does not depend on solar cycle variation but

depends strongly on seasons; two maxima and minima of occurrence are

detected. The December maximum is larger than the August maximum,

while the March minimum is less than the October minimum. The number of
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nighttime increases in EC studied by Young et al. (1970, Fig. 7) also

show similar kind of semiannual variation. However, their statistics

shows that the number of pre-midnight increases depends on solar activity,

particularly the winter increases. But, the number of summer increases

remains fairly constant from the summer of 1965 to 1968. This shows that

there are at least two mechanisms responsible for the nighttime

increases in EC, as studied by Young.

Both studies show that neither the percentage of dip and EC increases

nor the occurrence of these events correlated to the magnetic activity

di rectly.

Figure 5-1 a and b illustrate the two types (D and PRD) of forenoon

depression in EC along with the constant electron density contours and

constant height contours of the bottom side ionosphere. (The real height

profiles are reduced from Maui ionograms by Titheridge's method, 1967).

January 5 and January 6 of 1965 were among the ten magnetically quiet

days of this month selected by the IAGA Commission IV. The sum of Kp
indices are 5 and 4 respectively.o -

It is of interest to note that the feature of the constant height

contours of Fig. 5-1 a is very similar to the constant height contours

of Amadabad (dip angle I = 34°) of January 14, 1965 as shown by

Rastogi and Sanatani (1968, Fig. 11). However, January 14, 1965 was

selected as one of the 5 disturbed days with sum of Kp equal to 13+.

This gives another aspect of the irrelevance of this dominant mid-morning

event with the magnetic activity.

The morning increases in electron density at heights below 200 km

are practically not affected by this event (for both the D and PRD cases).

The bite-out of electron density occurs first at higher heights and then
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at the lower heights as seen in the constant height contours plots of

Fig. 5-1. The hmF2 drops as soon as the electron density at 270 km

ceases to increase. However, the electron densities at lower heights

increase continuously and feel the bite-out successively for lower

heights. An abrupt rise in hmF2 is obvious when the EC and Nm (maximum

density) start to build up. This might be d~c to electron flux from

the production transport region (Sowhill, 1962) replenishing the lower

ionosphere rapidly. The formation process of the F2 layer daytime peak,

as discussed by Sowhill (1962), continues during the rest of the day.

This is indicated by the gradual decrease in height of the F2 layer peak

after the abrupt increase as shown in Fig. 5-1.

The mechanism mentioned above is believed to be due mainly to the

motions of the semidiurnal tide in the thermosphere. The day-to-day

variation of this tidal effect depends strongly on the strnegth of the

tidal circulation, in which the eddies and other harmonics (diurnal, and

the higher-order tides) might further complicate the tidal structure.

This will be discussed again in the following subsections.

Doupnik and Nisbet (1966) have shown that the large fluctuation

in the Arecibo (I = 50°) ionospheric data can be explained by the produc

tion, loss) and diffusion within the layer alone. In other words, they

believed that the heat transport rates will affect the production of

electron density due to the thermal nonequilibrium between electron and

ion gases. Although the event of forenoon depression in EC or NmF2 is

not mentioned explicitly by them, these events do exist in their data

(their Figs. 2 and 4) along with other fluctuations.

In spite of this explanation, the detected variation in the N-S

component of neutral air wind at Arecibo is not unimportant, with the
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maximum northward or southward speed equal to about 160 meters per sec

(see Fig. 1-7 a). According to the theoretical study of the F-region

electron density profiles of Pound and Yeh (1966), the changes in the

height of the electron density peak are small when the ratio of the electron

temperature to ion temperature is changed from 1 to 2. However, the

daytime fluctuation in hmF2 at this location is large (for example, see

Fig. 1-7 b). Therefore, the movements of the F-layer due to the neutral

winds cannot be neglected completely. Figure 1-7 band c illustrate

that the inclusion of the usual neutral wind could improve the theoreti-

cal results (hmF2 and foF2) a bit, but, not satisfactorily for a location

like Arecibo (Kohl, 1972). As will be shown in Chapter 7, a refined

model of the neutral wind system, i.e., with the consideration of

semidiurnal and terdiurnal tides, the dip in hmF2 variation can be

reproduced quite satisfactorily.

Large vertical motions of the nocturnal F-region have been investi

gated by Wright (1971). This event has been detected only in the range

of mid dip-latitude region and occurs during the post-midnight period,

more frequently during local winter and low solar activity. This is

inconsistent with the Young et al. (1970) statistical results in which

the frequency of occurrence of post-midnight increases were found to be

unrelated to solar activity. From the spaced antenna measurements of

the sense of f~region horizontal motions, Wright concluded that the

motion is driven by neutral air winds in the F-region rather than by

electrostatic fields. He pointed out that this wind pattern does not

appear to correspond closely to the regular features of the usual

thermal air tide of Geisler (1967) and Kohl and King (1967); the

phenomenon is itself not 'regular' but it is by no means rare. No
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correlation of its occurrence with other phenomena has been found by him,

except those dependent upon it (such as airglow and EC).

By examining the ordinary and extraordinary traces of Amadabad

ionograms during the forenoon bite-out period, Rastogi and Sanatani (1968)

pointed out that the build up in electron density following the bite-out

is due to the inflow of ionization from the equator, as the new

ionization is always seen first in the extraordinary trace and about 10

min. later in the ordinary trace. Furthermore, the bite-out occurs first

in the extraordinary trace (fxF2) while the ordinary trace (foF2) is

still increasing. These two facts suggest that the ionization is driven

along the magnetic field lines by the neutral air motions rather than

the drifts caused by the electrostatic field transmitted from the E-region.

The influx and outflux of the ionization from and to the equatorial

region, respectively, can be refuted by the fact that for dip-latitude

equal to 39°, the 300 km ionospheric point is connected by field lines

which are 1300 km above the ground at the magnetic equator. No

equatorial anomaly effect has been detected at this height, according to

the topside ionsonde examination on this phenomenon (Rush et al., 1969).

In the next subsection, the r XBdrift effect is further rejected by

examining the phases of the semidiurnal tides at E and F regions as

calculated by Rush (1967).

In Fig. 5-2, the magnitude of vertical drift as produced by the

E-W electric field and the N-S wind at the F-region are plotted for

1=0°, 39°~ and 60° (assuming the magnetic declination angle = wind azimuth = 0°).

For 1=39° a vertical drift with velocity of 25 mls requires a N-S wind

component of magnitude 50 mis, which is well within the calculated and

detected magnitude at the F-region. On the other hand, 9 mV/meter is
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required to produce the same value of vertical drift velocity. According

to Carpenter and Bowhill (1971) this is considerably higher than any

calculated for the quiet-time dynamo current. Consequently, quite a

number of difficulties have to be resolved before the f XB drift

mechanism can be applied to this mid dip-latitude region.

5.2.2 Thermospheric tides and ionospheric tides

The thermosphere is defined as the region of the atmosphere above

the mesopause, that is above 80 km altitude (Webb, 1972). This definition

is adopted because below the 80 km altitude another type of atmospheric

circulation known as stratospheric circulation (Webb, 1969) dominates

over the region (25-80 km). Below 25 km, the circulation is known as

the tropospheric circulation. Th4s kinetic nomenclature of the atmosphere

is reproduced in Fig. 5-3. The usual thermal nomenclature is also indi

cated in this figure.

Although the thermosphere defined here starts at 80 km altitude,

the main topics to be discussed are the thermospheric and ionospheric

tides and their relationships at about 300 km (the F2 region). The ther

mospheric and ionospheric tides at E-region heights (around 100 km

altitude) are used here as a supplementary check for the existence of the

thermospheric and ionospheric tides in the F-region.

(a) Thermospheric and ionospheric tides in the lower thermosphere

( < 110 km)

Thermospheric tides up to E-region heights have been solved

theoretically by Lindzen (1966) and Kato (1966). Existence of these

tides has been verified experimentally by Greenhow and Neufeld (1961) at

Jodrell Bank (53 0 N) and by Elford (1959) at Adelaide (35 0 S) by the

doppler radar observations of motions of the ionized meteor trails.
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Recently, a French group developed a radio meteor technique capable

of observing hourly winds with height resolutions of order 1 km. This

technique and the preliminary results (1965~1966) at Garchy (47 0 N, 30 E)

have been reviewed (with a discussion of the calibration and errors)

by Spizzichino (1972). His Fig. 7-23 is reproduced here as Fig. 5-4.

This figure shows clearly that the semidiurnal component is stronger

than the diurnal component -- an enigma which has lasted for more than

two centuries, first at the ground level, from the barometric measurements

in the tropics, and had been solved by Lindzen and Kato, independently,

about seven years ago. Poor frequency resolution for the peaks of

gravity waves (indicated by Din this figure), precludes discussion on

the seasonal variation of these higher-order tidal modes. However, the

stronger semidiurnal zonal winds during winter than during summer (at

this region) is consistent with the seasonal variation of the semidiurnal

component of the EC and foF2 (Rush, 1967) power spectrum estimations.

This shows that the whole thermosphere is more tidally disturbed (by

the semidiurnal component) during the winter than during the summer.

Figure 5-5 (after Roper, 1972) shows the power spectra of the wind

energy (sum of squares of the zonal, meridional, and vertical components)

per unit mass at three heights for the period January to December 1961,

measured at Adelaide (35 0 S), Australia. Besides the diurnal and semi

diurnal components, the terdiurnal component has a significant peak

throughout the year. The semi diurnal wind component at Adelaide is

again stronger during the southern hemisphere winter than summer for

heights above 91 km.

Figures 5-4 and 5-5 show the typical thermospheric tides at Garchy

(47 0 N) and Adelaide (350 S) at E-region heights. They both show the
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possibility of the existence of higher-order tidal modes and the seasonal

variation of the semidiurnal component. From the meteor radar observations,

Haurwitz (1964) has shown that the N-5 component of diurnal (51) and

semidiurnal (52) winds are often stronger than the mean wind at Jodrell

Bank (53 0 N) and Adelaide. The ratios are 63/33 for 51 and 81/15 for 52

at Jodrell Bank, and 32/5 for 51 and 28/9 for 52 at Adelaide. Further

evidences of the thermospheric tides at this height at other locations

can be found in the Chapman and Lindzen1s book (pp 56-62, 1970) on Atmos

pheric Tides.

Ionospheric tides at E-region heights have been identified by

studies of the quiet-day daily geomagnetic field variations (Maeda, 1955,

and Kato, 1956) and the hourly foEs (the critical frequency of the

sporadic E layer) variations by the power spectrum estimations (Rush,

1967). They are called ionospheric tides since they are indirect

measurements of the neutral thermospheric tides.

The foEs power spectrum estimation by Rush (1967) will be discussed

in the following subsections, in which the estimation is compared with

that for foF2 and the theoretical approximation of the upper thermospheric

tides.

(b) Thermospheric and ionospheric tides in the upper thermosphere

Theoretical calculations on the upper thermospheric tides have been

attempted by Lindzen (1970, 1971), Lindzen and Blake (1970), Lindzen

and Hong (1973) and Volland and Mayr (1972 a, b, c).

The barriers on the upper thermospheric tidal calculations are

(i) the inclusion of molecular viscosity and conductivity, and ion drag

leads to non~separable equations (of altitude and latitude), (ii) large

daily variation in electron density, (iii) the thermo-tidal oscillations
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may be excited within the thermosphere as well as in the mesosphere, and

(iv) the electric field generated in the dynamo region will affect the

tidal motions at the F-region. In spite of these difficulties, Lindzen

and his co-workers developed 'equivalent gravity modes' to describe the

thermospheric tides at the equator and perhaps at the low latitudes,

Volland and Mayr neglected the effects of the Coriolis force and

approximated the tidal fields as the summation of spherical functions.

Further theoretical speculations on the thermospheric tidal oscillations

will be discussed in Chapter 6 along with the experimental facts that

will be examined in the succeeding subsections.

Since the disintegrations of meteors occur mainly between 80 and

110 km and the time resolution of satellite drag data on neutral

atmosphere density is usually no better than 5 hours (Roemer, 1971) and

the temporal samples for daily variation are spatially non-unique, direct

observation of upper atmospheric tides is almost impossible at present.

This is true even for the semidiurnal tide (Lindzen, 1971). Nevertheless,

the French Thomson scatter radar group at St. Santin-Nancay does reveal

some of the features of upper thermospheric tidal circulations (Vasseur,

1969, 1970, Reddy and Vassuer, 1972). Their bistatic radar facilities

at St. Santin (14.7° N, I = 61°) allow them to determine the drift

velocity component along the magnetic field lines. In the future when

their quadristatic radar is operational, cross-field drift will be

deduced from measurement of the three components of the ion velocity

vector (Amayenc and Vasseur, 1972). Recently, Reddy and Vasseur (1972)

have indicated that the existence of the terdiurnal (S3) wind is very

likely, more data is needed to show the existence of the higher order

tidal modes and the semidiurnal wind profiles at the height of F-region.
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This is an indirect result because the neutral wind velocities are

derived from the measured drift velocities of ionized gases. One of

the salient features of their data is that the minimum of the mean

diurnal drift velocity (i.e., the maximum downward drift velocity)

occurs before noon during summer (Amayenc and Vasseur, 1972). Hence

using the measured quantities such as the electron and ion temperatures,

the drift velocity, and the deduced wind velocity, Vasseur (1970) has

theoretically shown that the inclusion of the derived neutral wind could

produce the forenoon dip in NmF2 (see his Fig. 2) by solving the continu

ity equation for the electron density. No such dip in NmF2 was observed

during the winter. However, this phenomenon occurs more frequently

during winter at Hawaii. The reversal in the seasons of occurrence of

this phenomenon between low and high latitudes has also been revealed

by the incoherent scatter radar observations of the electron temperature

at Arecibo (I = 50°) and Millstone Hill (I = 72°) (Willmore, 1970, and

the references therein). The inverse relationship between the

variations of electron density and electron temperature can be explained

by the collisional cooling effect and it is deemed that the electron

density variation controls the electron temperature variation, as is

illustrated by the results of Fig. 2 of Vasseur (1970).

The tidal periods detected by the power spectrum estimations of

ionospheric F-region data are the indirect evidences of the upper ther

mospheric tides, since only its effects are seen. Therefore, the

efficiency of using the ionosphere to sense the upper thermosphere

dynamic depends on the behavior of the ionosphere. The bottomside

ionosonde data provide some time series, eg., foF2, foEs, hmF2, for

tidal period detection. Since 1947 many attempts have been made to
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determine the tides in this region at various locations over the globe

(Martyn 1947 a, b, and 1948 a, b). A unified description of the global

tidal effects in F and E regions have been studied by Rush (1967, 1970),

using mainly the bottomside ionsonde data. However, the description of

the tidal periods shorter than 8 hours is limited by the hourly data.

His results at Maui (1 =39°) are summarized in Table 5-1. The first

value inside the parenthesis is the spectral density and the second

value is its phase at maximum, in solar hours. R2 is the coherence

squared and ~t is the phase difference between the two sets of data.

E, 0, and J are the estimates during March through April, September

through October, November through February, and May through August,

respectively. The Sl' S2 and S3 refer to the (solar) diurnal, semidiurnal,

and terdiurnal tides. The results show in Table 5-1 are generally

complicated. Some of the interesting points related to this study are

listed below:

(i) The S2 phase difference of foF2 between high and low solar

activities is about 3.3 hours.

(ii) The 52 spectral density for the foF2 is strongest during the

winter months (D) and weakest during the summer months (J)

for both high and low solar activities. This is consistent

with the EC estimates discussed in Chapter 4.

(iii) The phase difference between the S2 of foEs and foF2 is

large (5.4 hours). This shows that the semidiurnal ionospheric

tide at the E and F region are not driven coherently. This

implies that the 52 tide at the F-region is not predominantly

caused by the [ XB drift with the [field generated in the

E-region. The phase difference is smaller (about two hours)



Table 5-1 The Maui (1=39°) solar tidal modes as estimated by
Rush (1967, 1970)
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TABLE 5-1

SOURCE SOLAR
(S1 ' t 1) (S2 ' t 2) (S3 ' t 3)ACTIVITY

foF2 high (4.04,15.2) (1. 45 ,10.5) (0.44 ,1.47} *(Table 3, low (3.80,13.9) (0.95,1.8) (0.52,1.67}*p. 26)
E 0 J E 0 JfoF2 high (4.32,15.5) (5.14,14.6) (2.61,15.8) (1.56,10.3) (1.77,10.4) (0.50, 11. 8)(Table 6, low (4.30,13.7) (3.92,12.9) (3.02,15.4) (0 .83,1. 4) (1. 39,0.4) (0.46,3.7}p. 48)

1-62 to foEs (0.99,14.2) (0.28,8.2)
12-63 foF2 low (3.92 ,13.9) R2 = 0.79, ~t = -0.3 (1 .02,1 .8) R2 = 0.08, ~t = +5.4(Table 8,
p. 60)

H(y)** 7-57 (17.0,9.2) (4.4,11.4)
to 12-59 high E 0 J E 0 J(Table 13, (17.2,9.3) (20.1 ,9.2) (13.8,9.2) (5.8,11.9) (3.5,11.1) (4.1,10.9)p. 84)

7-57 to (17.3,9.3) (4.80,11.4) R2 = 0 47 ~t = -0 912-59 !:!.ill high R2 = 0.90, ~t = +5.9
(Table 15,foF2 1'4.10,15.2) (1.47,10.5) ., .
p. 94}

** Honolulu geomagnetic record; horizontal component
* From Rush (1970)

First value within the parenthesis indicates the amplitude, and the second value indicates the phase of
maximum
E = Equinox, 0 = Winter, J = Summer
R2= Coherence squared, ~t = Phase delay

0"1
\D
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for locations closer to the magnetic dip equator (Rush,

1967, Table 8), where a strong electrojet which generates

the equatorial anomaly has been detected. Furthermore, Evans

(1972, his private communication with Harper, 1971) has

pointed out that the reversal of the ion drift velocity

perpendicular to the earth's magnetic field at 350 km altitude

over Arecibo implies a reversal of the E-W electric field near

1400 LT, which is well before the reversal seen at Jicamarca,

and the calculated 5q-type electrostatic field distribution

from the thermal tidal mode (1, -1) at low latitudes (Matsushita,

1969, Fig. 9). However, the 5.4 hours phase difference

between the times of maximum of the ionospheric 52 tide

at the E and F regions are the same as the (calculated)

phase difference between the times of maximum of the ther

mospheric 52 tide (the southerly wind) at 125 km and above

300 km altitudes (Lindzen, 1971). The 1800 phase shifts

between the ionospheric 52 tide and the thermospheric 52 tide

at the heights of E and F regions can be explained by the

fact that while the southerly wind is maximum, largest down-

ward drift is exerted on the ionization and hence the ioniza

tion density is minimum, because of larger loss rate at lower

height (Rishbeth, 1972).

(iv) The 5
1
,52 tides estimated from the horizontal ground magnetic

field record behave quite differently from 51' 52 tides esti

mated from foF2. The complication in using this paramter to

calculate the lower thermospheric tides had been discussed by

Hines (1963) and Price (1969). The seasonal characteristic
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of the spectral densities of the S2 tide of H is not obvious,

and the phase of the S1 tide (t1) is difficult to interpret.

The continuous EC data provides a good means of detecting the higher

order tidal modes in the ionospheric F-region. It is deemed that the

time resolution and accuracy (see Chapter 2) are more than required to

detect the dominant tidal modes in the F-region.

One of the limitations in this data is the poor height resolution

around the peak of the F-region. However, part of the ionospheric topside

behavior has been taken into account in the EC data. So, it is a good

parameter for the study of large scale F-region dynamics.

The power spectra estimated in Chapter 4 reveal only the strength

of the spectral peaks and its significance. No phase information about

these peaks can be obtained unless the Chapman-Miller method of harmonic

analysis is used (Chapman and Miller, 1940).

The detected higher-order tidal modes shown in Table 4-5 for each

season imply that the ionospheric F-region is tidally driven and stable

behavior (ie, year-to-year consistency) can be attained during certain

times of each season. Stable tidal modes occurring during SADV Fall implies

that the thermospheric circulation process, proposed by Mayr and Volland

(1971), for the unexplained semiannual density variation in the thermosphere

might be an appropriate mechanism.

The consequence of movements of the subsolar point and solar

corpuscular radiation input from the polar regions will disturb the

otherwise static thermal structure of the thermosphere such that some

profound seasonal characteristics of the thermosphere might show up durfng

the course of change of subsolar point. These characteristics can be

detected only if we have some fine time-scale resolution (at least hourly
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values) data for a point stationary in space for a time long enough to

remove other transient fluctuations such as solar wind, magnetic storm,

and substorm effects. Mayr and Volland (1971) have suggested the impor

tance of heat input from the two polar regions to generate wind circulation

in the thermosphere. From present results, the term 'wind circulation'

could possibly be termed as 'tidal circulation' in the thermosphere,

as dominant tidal modes are detected in the EC power spectra. These

modes are associated with the circulation processes in the thermosphere.

Indeed, Jones (1963) (according to Newell, 1966) has shown that a

poleward momentum transport is associated with the semidiurnal component

of the tide at Jodrell Bank. Table 5-2, after Newell (1966), illustrates

further the diurnal and semidiurnal components of the northward momentum

transport at several locations. The semidiurnal component is usually

stronger during soltices than during equinoxes. This and some of the

preceding results suggest that the tidal circulation (51 and S2) is a real

thermospheric process. However, the power spectrum of EC illustrates

the existence of higher-order tidal modes in the thermosphere also; i.e.,

the 53' 54~ and S6' according to season. For periods shorter than 4 hours,

the surface gravity waves and/or long-period internal gravity waves (Tolstoy,

1967) become significant in the thermosphere and no consistent seasonal

power spectrum structure of EC has been detected. Speculations of the

thermospheric tidal circulation will be given in Chapter 6 and its main

effects on EC in Chapter 7.
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Table 5-2 The northward momentum transports estimated from F2 drifts
(after Newell, 1966)



TABLE 5-2

Diurnal Semidiurna1

m2 sec- 2 m2 sec- 2

Gorky 56.0° N: spring -74 -185
summer 87 591
autumn 240 -142
winter -136 346

Simeiz 44.4° N spri ng 732 446
summer -100 512
autumn
winter 171 623

Askhabad 37.9° N spring 43 15
summer -36 50
autumn 5 -122
winter -62 66

Yamagawa 31.2° N spring -52 26
summer -96 -76
autumn -73 -31
winter 784 33

Wa1tair 17.7° N spring 1704 46
summer -430 312
autumn 3512 -342
winter 2511 23

Brisbane 27.0° S spring
summer -19
autumn -87
winter 12

74
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5.3 Oscillations with periods near 6 and 15 days

The results of Section 4.2 are summarized into the following three

points:

(1) Applying 95% confidence intervals to the power spectrum estima

tions of 1m (daily maximum of EC) and Sa (daily solar flux at

2800 MHz) for a year close to high solar activity (1969) and

a year close to low solar activity (1965), the peaks with

period of ~2.5, 5, and 16 days, as mentioned by Titheridge

(1971), are real. The period around 10 days is probably a

spurious peak introduced by the use of running means on the

original data as pointed out by Webster and Lyon (1973).

(2) Power spectra estimated via bivariate autoregressive estimates

confirm the existence of peaks with periods around (refer

Table 4-1 for period resolution) 14.29, 6.45, 3.39, and 2.17

days for 1965 1m and 15.38, 5.88, and 4.26 days for 1969 1m

which are estimated via covariance estimates.

(3) A strong 6.45 day peak in 1965 1m power spectrum and a 15.38 day

peak in 1969 1m power spectrum have been detected. The

disappearance of the period of about 6 days in the 1969 1m power

spectrum is supported by the decrease in the spectral energy

content for period range of 3 days to 7 days.

The observed sector structures of the interplanetary magnetic field

lines near the earth could be related to the above detected periodic

variation of ionospheric data. The sector structure of the interplanetary

magnetic field lines is due to the frozen-in field effect of the solar

wind plasma. Both the solar-wind plasma and the interplanetary magnetic

field lines have the path of Archimedes spirals and co-rotate with the
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sun (Poeverlein, 1972). Four sectors of interplanetary magnetic field

lines, which points towards and away from the sun consecutively, have been

detected by Wilcox and Ness (1965) during the low solar activity years,

1964-1965, as shown in Fig. 5-6. Later, Wilcox and Colburn (1969)

reported that the interplanetary sectors observed during the rising por

tion of the sunspot cycle (1966-1967) do not necessarily have all the

same properties as the sectors observed near sunspot minimum. From the

autocorrelations of the interplanetary magnetic field direction of

Wilcox and Ness (1965, Fig. 6), Wilcox and Colburn (1969, Fig. 4,

1970, Fig. 3), the gradual disappearance of the peak near 15 days is

obvious. They found that during most of 1968 there were two sectors per

solar rotation. The reduction of the 15 day peak in the autocorrelations

of the direction of the inferred (from high latitudinal geomagnetic

field) interplanetary magnetic field during high solar activity years

has also been noted by Svalgaard (1972). Using the data from Vela 3

and Imp 3, 1965-1967, Ness et al. (1971) and references therein suggest

that the nonstationary sector pattern does not destroy the sequence of

correlated variations of plasma and field parameters observed within the

sectors. The boundaries of magnetic sectors have also proven useful in

organizing the variations observed in plasma and field properties,

such as the plasma flow speed and magnetic field intensity attain maximum

values within two days and the plasma density reaches a maximum shortly

after the passage of a magnetic boundary. With these properties within

a magnetic sector, one might expect that the strong 6.45 day peak in 1965

1m and 15.38 day peak in 1969 1m (refer Table 4-1) are due to the

persistent four-sector and two-sector structures of the interplanetary

magnetic field, respectively. The disappearance of the 4.65 days period
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and the decrease in energy in the period range of 2.99 to 7.41 days in

the 1969 Sa power spectrum (Fig. 4-5) support this point of view

ft,'rther.

This solar-terrestrial disturbance effect has been found by

Svalgaard (1968, 1973) and Mansurov (1969) independently also. From

the polar cap magnetic variations they deduced that the current direction

as seen from near the magnetic poles is counterclockwise during inter

planetary "A" sectors (with field pointing away from the sun) and

clockwise during the "T" sectors (with field pointing towards the sun),

and the current is strongest while the magnetic pole rotates to the

noon meridian. Furthermore, the magnitudes of the vertical component of

polar cap magnetic variation are the same for either "rl or the JlA"

sectors.

According to Teptin (1971, in Russian, English abstract in Astronomy

and Astrophysics Abstracts, Vol. 7,1972, part 1,083,031), maximum

coherence of the solar activity, as indicated by the solar radio flux at

A = 10.7 cm, and the ionospheric motions is observed for the periods of

4, 6, and 8 days at several observation points for many years. The

importance of solar corpuscular radiation in creating and intensifying

cyclic and anticyclic motion in the thermosphere has been stressed by

Marov and Alpherov (1972), while studying the possible causes of the

semiannual neutral density variation. These two findings substantiate,

partially, the cycles with periods of several days in EC data (i .e., it

is not due to statistical fluctuations) and the circulation process in

the thermosphere as shown by the difference between Fall and SADV Fall

spectra of the EC.

Mayr and Volland (1971, 1973) have developed a relatively simple
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mathematical model for the polar substorm heating effect on the global

thermospheric circulation and composition variation. In the next section,

the estimations of the 'quiet time' heat input to the polar (auroral)

regions and their effects are discussed.

As a final remark, the strong 2.17 day peak in the 1965 1m power

spectrum is difficult to relate to the general response time of the ther

mosphere due to the geomagnetic storm disturbances, (Volland and Mayr,

1971, Volland 1970), because 1965 was magnetically a very quiet year.

5.4 Quiet time high latitudinal heat inputs

In this section, a crucial heat source other than the solar EUV heat

input is discussed. The dynamic circulation of the thermosphere is

believed to be related to the auroral heating source, because the existence

of two heat sources is more favorable for the process of persistent cir

culation than a single heat source.

Taylor et al. (1968) have observed the depletion of light ions and

abundance of heavy ions at high latitudes. Mayr and Volland (1971) have

substantiated this observation by assuming that the wind field can be

represented by spherical harmonics of low degrees and the perturbation

theory can be applied. The coefficients in these expansions are calculated

from the mesospheric wind measurements from Adelaide (35 0 s) and Jodrell

Bank (530 N). A nodal line between the poles and the equator of the

predominant term, P3' in the meridional component of the semiannual wind

lead them to conclude that the second heat source at high latitudes are

responsible for the depletion of the minor constituent 0 (atomic oxygen)

from high and low latitude to middle latitudes during equinox. They

show further that this mechanism is supported by the latitudinal structure

in the semiannual component of the F2 region ionization and mass
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spectrometer measurements of the 0/0
2

ratio (Mayr and Mahajan~ 1971).

The intensification of this semiannual circulation during equinox has

been attributed to magnetically active conditions (Mayr and Volland, 1971);

however it has also been observed by Allan (1972), (from the analysis of

the orbit of Molniya lK, November 1968-November 1970) during geomagnetically

quiet times. This effect is most marked in the highest latitude band,

55 0
- 650 N of the measurement and during local time intervals 20-24 hr,

and 0 - 4 hr. As pointed out by Allan (1972), Newton (1970) and Newton

and Pelz (1969) have obtained the similar results while analyzing the

density gauge measurements of the high inclination (65 0
) satellite

Explorer 32, from May through October 1966. Large increases in

latitudinal density gradients have been observed during geomagnetically

quiet times at the 55 0 N magnetic latitude which is also the scintillation

boundary as reported by Arrons et ale (1969). Therefore, the latter

phenomenon could be associated with the former, suggesting' the possibility

of another heat source at the auroral region.

The two pertinent sources for this high latitudinal heating are

(i) the ohmic loss, and (ii) electron precipitation. The ohmic loss peaks

at 150 km altitude and has energy inputs ranging from about 1 erg cm- 2 s- 1

(at quiet time) to ~lOO erg cm- 2s- 1 (during strong disturbances; Cole,

1964). The precipitation of 1 KeV electron (O'Brien and Taylor, 1964)

peaks at 150 km altitude with an average energy flux of about 4 erg cm- 2 s- 1 ,

rising occassionally to 2000 erg cm- 2s- 1 •

Using the observed density disturbance during magnetic storms by

Roemer (1970), Volland and Mayr (1971) determined an increase in the

exospheric temperature of ~Too = 50 0 K at the equator. This correspond to

a maximum telative density amplitude of
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Using their (1971) density response function at the equator (the heating

process is limited to a narrow band at ±65° geographic latitude on the

nighttime hemisphere during equinox), they estimate that the total heat

input integrated over time and space is 2 x 1022 ergs, and the maximum

height integrated heat input rate within the auroral belt is ~20 ergs/cm2

sec. The equivalent columnar heating rate over the whole sphere is

~.4 erg/cm2 sec, which is only a fraction of the EUV input to the

thermosphere above 100 km (Hinteregger et al., 1965).

Akasofu (1968) has estimated the energy content carried by the

auroral electrons and the ring current protons during a polar substorm is

2 x 1022 ergs. Hence, the energy input during a substorm is only about

1/3 the energy input during a magnetic storm if an efficiency factor of

heat transfer of ~O.3 is adopted. However, the substorms disturbances

are more persistent than the geomagnetic storm disturbances as indicated

by the recent investigations of Allan (1972), Newton (1970) and Newton

and Pelz (1969).

With the above experimental and semi-theoretical facts in mind, the

results of the preceding chapters are further discussed below:

(i) The semiannual variation of the frequency of occurrence of the

forenoon depression phenomenon (Fig. 3-3b) and the strong seasonal

characteristics of the tidal modes of the EC power spectra

(Table 4-5) imply that these are associated with the semiannual
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neutral density circulation process during equinoxes. The

October minimum in the number of occurrences of DPRD and the

consistency of the 8- and 6-hour period tidal modes during the

SADV Fall for different years suggest that the tidal modes are

associated with this circulation. The strength of the tidal

modes are suppressed during equinox as the auroral heating

effect is more prevalent. Of course, part of this suppression

is due to the larger ion drag.

(ii) Both the number of occurrences of the DPRD and the seasonal

characteristics of higher-order tidal modes are independent of

the solar activity. These two phenomena support the circulation

mechanism for SADV.

(iii) The corpuscular radiation heating effect at the auroral oval

regions is very likely to be modulated by the boundaries of

the sector structure of the interplanetary magnetic field lines

(Ness et al., 1971). Hence, as proposed by Marov and Alpherov

(1972), the creation and intensification of the thermospheric

circulation are the consequent effects. The large day-to-day

fluctuation in the EC curves, as shown in Fig. 2-5 a, b, c, and

d, are very likely to be due to this circulation (or dynamic)

effect. The periods around 6 and 15 days in the daily peak

of EC have been detected (Tabel 4-1) and have shown persistence

during low and high solar activity.
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Chapter VI

Tidal Modes and the Thermospheric Circulation

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, speculation on the tidal modes and several-day-period

circulations in the thermosphere are discussed. It is premature to

rigorously demonstrate proof of their existence by either experimental or

theoretical method. However, experimental evidences for the existence of

these two features has been given in the preceding chapters. Theoretical

speculations on the tidal modes and several day circulations (in the

thermosphere) are given in Section 6.2 and 6.3 respectively.

6.2 Thermospheric semidiurnal and higher-order tides

According to Siebert (1961), the lower atmospheric tides with periods

of 8 and 6 hours have been detected many years ago by Hann (1918)' and

Pramanik (1926), respectively. Because semidiurnal tide is stronger

than the diurnal tide, attentions of many researchers were directed

toward this problem rather than the higher-order tides. The excitation

of these tides by the direct absorption of incoming solar radiation by

atmospheric ozone was first suggested by Siebert (1961), and investigated

in detail for the diurnal, semidiurnal and terdiurnal tides by Butler

and Small (1963). They also investigated the seasonal variations of the

semidiurnal and terdiurnal tides. The problem of semidiurnal tides being

stronger than the diurnal tide ---a problem about two centuries old --

was solved only recently by Lindzen (1966) and Kato (1966) independently

by introducing the concept of negative 'equivalent depth' as the separation

constant for the tidal equation. These treatments are suitable for the

tides within and below the stratosphere where the molecular viscosity,
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molecular heat conductivity, and ion drag are still not vitally important.

Richmond (1971) considered the above dissipative processes in term of a

perturbation treatment and solved the tidal winds problem below the

lower thermosphere. Different approximations have been used by Lindzen

and his co-workers (1970, 1971, 1973) and Volland and Mayr (1972 a, b, c)

to tackle the problem of lower and upper thermospheric tides. These

authors were concerned mainly with the diurnal and semidiurnal tides.

It is striking to note that Butler and Small's (1963) results of

S2 2 (semidiurnal) and S3 4 (terdiurnal) tides in the troposphere are, ,
consistent with the seasonal behavior of the tidal modes of the F-region,

as estimated from EC data. The second subscript for S defines the

latitudinal structure of the tide. Specific features in commun are the

stronger S2 2 tide during the northern spring equinox than the summer,
solstice, and the generation of S3 4 tide in ,January and July and its,
vanishing at the equinoxes. The existence of terdiurnal tide in the F-region

during the Fall equinox could be an exception, because the semiannual

circulation effect (see Section 5.4) is predominant during this period, and

no such additional heat source comparable to auroral heating exists in

the mesosphere at high latitude. Recently, after Pramanik's investigation

in 1926 Kertz (according Siebert, 1961) has investigated the 1/4-diurnal

tides again using the barometric data from 60 stations. His results

show that during the winter months (January, February, November, and

December), the amplitude of the S4 5 mode is about four times the S4 6, ,
and S4 7 modes, and about ten times the S4 4 mode. During the equinox, ,
months (March, April, September, and October) and the summer months (May,

June, July, and August), the amplitudes of the S4 5 and S4 6 are stronger, ,
than that for S4 4 and S4 7' However, the amplitude of the S4 5 mode, , ,
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during the equinox and summer months are only one-third that for the winter

months. Both of the amplitudes of S4 5 and S4 6 modes are stronger during, ,
the equinox than during the summer. Again, the seasonal behavior of the

tropospheric 1/4-diurnal tide is not too different from the 1/4-diurnal

tide in the upper thermosphere as estimated from the EC power spectra.

It is very unfortunate that, to the author's knowledge, the 4-hour

period tides have never been investigated within the troposphere or

stratosphere, so that their seasonal characteristics could be compared

with the results in the thermosphere.

The tides considered here are the thermally driven westward migrating

tides. The gravitational lunar tides are out of the scope of this study.

Nevertheless, Rush (1967) has shown that the lunar tides are very weak

as compared with solar tides. Since the resonance theory of lower

atmospheric oscillation (Wilkes, 1949 and the references therein) has

been ruled out (see Siebert, 1961 and Butler and Small, 1963) in recent

years, it is difficult to apply this theory only to the thermospheric

tides. Furthermore, for a physical system to possess a sharp resonant

response at the characteristic frequency wo' the quality factor, Q,

defined by

should be large.

Stored energy
Power loss

Large molecular dissipation through viscosity and

thermal conduction in the thermosphere will hinder the growth of Q, and

the energy stored in the thermosphere, by thermal heating, is of the

'diffusive' type and depends on the constituent composition also.

Therefore, the resonance theory of the thermospheric oscillation could
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not be applied.

However, even considering the sphericity of the earth and the west

ward migration of the sub-solar point (as viewed on the earth) it is

difficult to speculate on the existence of the different tidal modes

because the thermal excitation has the form of a rectified diurnal

sine wave.

In the lower atmosphere, the hydrodynamical equation of tidal

motion can be separated into a latitudinal dependent equation whose

eigen~solution is known as the Hough function, and an altitude dependent

equation known as the Vertical Structure equation. Using this separation,

Butler and Small (1963), Lindzen (1966), and Kato (1966) described the

tides in the lower atmosphere, where the dissipative processes can be

neglected.

For the thermospheric tides, Kato (1971) gave interesting reviews on

the different formulations of the tidal motions in the thermosphere.

They are the 'isolated thermospheric dynamic' model of Dickinson et ale

(1968), the 'tidal and heat conduction modes' model of Volland and Mayr

(1970), and the 'equivalent gravity modes' model of Lindzen and his

co-workers (1970, 1971, 1973). All of these attempts to show that (as

confirmed by recent observations) the thermosphere is not in a static

diffusive equilibrium state. Recently, Volland and Mayr (1972 a, b, c)

have extended their 'tidal and heat conduction modes' model and attempt

to explore all the possible dynamic features of the thermosphere, namely

the tidal waves with period range of few hours to one day and the planetary

waves with period ranges of a few days to one year. The basic assumptions

of their (1972 a, b, c) three dimensional model of thermosphere dynamics

are!,
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(i) Linear perturbation theory can be applied for the dynamics

and the sources, i.e., the atmospheric dynamic system can be

described by eige~ f~nctions;

(ii) The basic vertical structure of the thermosphere is fixed by

the level of solar activity; any temporal and spatial changes

are due to (i); and

(iii) The dissipative processes can be approximated to such degrees

that the field and waves of the spherical surface can be

described by spherical surface harmonics, p~ 0). Their

findings can be summarized into the following three points,

that correspond to the three parts of their paper, respectively:

(i) With the energy source from the EUV-radiation heating, the

deposition of the atmospheric wave energy below the thermosphere,

and the corpuscular radiation heating during geomagnetic

disturbances, they found that the amplitudes of the density and

horizontal winds of the tidal wave modes and planetary wave modes

decrease proportional to 1/n2 (n is the zonal wave domain number

of the spherical harmonics). Therefore, only low wave domain

numbers are significant at thermospheric heights;

(ii) The symmetric diurnal mode ( ~p~ ), the antisymmetric diurnal

mode ( ~p~ ), and the symmetric semidiurnal mode ( ~p~ ) are

the fundamental tidal modes due mainly to the spatial distribu

tion of EUV heat input within the thermosphere and proportional

to the solar zenith angle, i.e., dependent on local time; and

(iii) The prevailing zero frequency, annual, and semiannual planetary

waves are found to be associated with wave domain numbers
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n = l~ 2~ 3~ and 4. The predominant annual component with wave

number n = 1 is generated by the surplus of solar radiation on

the summer hemisphere within the entire atmosphere and that the

semiannual component with wave number n = 4 is generated by

corpuscular heat input within the auroral ovals.

Their last result~ (iii), will be further discussed in the next

section (Section 6.3). Their first two results (i) and (ii), will be

compared with the formulation of Lindzen and his co-workers (1970, 1971,

1973) in this section.

According to Lindzen and Hong (1973), the 'equivalent gravity wave

(or mode)' is defined as a wave for which cr is equal to that of a tidal

mode, k = sir (= 2rr/(2rr rls)), is the spherical models zonal wave number

at equator, and n', the meridional wave number, is chosen so that h equals

the equivalent depth of the corresponding spherical mode e~'s , i.e.

h = hn (see Appendix E for more detailed definition of e~'s and hn).

With this restriction, the tidal field equation or the Laplace tidal

equation becomes a constant-coefficient equation, which has a solution of

the form

{

COS n'y

e ' = e i kx-nI

cosh n'y

(6-1)

where x and yare the eastward and northward coordinates at the equator,

respectively. Hence, n l is fixed by the relationship

= (6-2)
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Under this 'equivalent gravity mode' approximation, the daily variations

in the thermosphere are investigated by solving the vertical structure

equation with equivalent depth hnl . The amplitudes and phases of the

southerly wind of the diurnal propagating, diurnal trapped, and semidiurnal

propagating modes are reproduced here as Fig. 6-1. These wind components

affect the ionization distribution most effectively and will be adopted

for electron density profile investigations in the next chapter. When

the diurnal propagating, diurnal trapped, and semidiurnal propagating modes

are all in phase the magnitude of the southerly wind is ~500 m/sec,

which is rather large and with a strong semi diurnal component equal to

about 300 m/sec, at the thermosphere. This is not predicted by the

Volland Mayr model. Nevertheless, this is not the only approximation

that gives such large velocities. The Dickinson et al. (1968) model

predicts a zonal wind with speed as large as 700 m/sec. This large value

is thought to be due partly to the negle~t of ion drag. However,

according to Lindzen (1970) the molecular viscosity and conductivity are

far more important than the ion drag, which is contrary to the claims of

Volland (1969, 1972 a). Recently, Lindzen and Hong (1973) tried to

justify the large semidiurnal mode by solving the second order non

separable partial differential equation (by the use of simplified loss

relationship, the original eight order equation has been thus reduced)

numerically, and compare the results with the solutions of 'equivalent

gravity model approximation. This more sophisticated calculation reduced

the semidiurnal temperature perturbation, 0 T, by about 30%, i.e., from

1800 to 1200 K, which is still larger than the presently available

observed values

If we compare the semidiurnal tides estimated by Lindzen and Hong
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(1973, Fig. 4 a, b, c, and d) and Volland and Mayr (1972 b, Fig. 11 a, b,

and c) we will notice that the latitudinal structure of both estimations

are essentially the same, except that the Volland and Mayr (1972 b)

estimations damp out too qUickly. It appears that Volland and Mayr (1972 a)

over emphasized the ion drag loss and over simplified the viscosity and

heat conduction losses, and vice versa for the 'equivalent gravity mode'

formulation. The latter approximation is accepted here due to the following

four points:

(i) In the thermosphere, the neutral atmosphere predominates over

the ionized particles;

(ii) There are experimental evidences to support the strong semi

diurnal tide, terdiurna1 tide, and the consistent seasonal

behavior of these tides between the troposphere and thermosphere

(Butler and Small, 1963, and results discussed in Chapter 4);

(iii) The reproduction of the forenoon depression in EC by assuming

the existence of semi diurnal and diurnal tides (to be shown in

the next chapter) as estimated by Lindzen et a1. This 1arge

amplitude horizontal motion could be related to the Dickinson

et al. (1968) formulation and hence, they claim to explain the

problem of the 'second heat source' as proposed by Harris and

Priester (1962, 1965);

(iv) If the ion-drag force is reduced, the higher-order tides

detected in Chapter 4 can thus survive in the thermosphere.

Although none of these higher-order tides (i.e., terdiurnal,

1/4-diurna1, and 1/6-diurna1 tides) have been calculated for

the thermospheric level, their tidal modes and 'Equivalent'

tidal mode parameters are listed in Table 6-1. This is an
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TABLE 6-1

Symbol Mode s h(km) 10-" 10-"
L(km)(J

k(km- l ) n I (km- l )

Sl 1 1st symmetric propagating diurnal 'IT/12 hr 1 .699 1.57 8.64 28.3,
SI -2 1st symmetric trapped diurnal 'IT /12 hr 1 -12.25 1.57 2.62 *,
S2 2 1st symmetric semidiurnal 'IT /6 hr 2 7.85 3.14 4.2 293.0,
S2 It 2nd symmetric semi diurnal 'IT /6 hr 2 2.11 3.14 9.6 53.4,

3-hour wave 'IT/l.5hr .64 73.5 0.0 26.8
$3 3 terdiurnal 'IT /4 hr 3 12.89 4.7 27.13 166.5,
S3 4 terdiurnal 'IT/4 hr 3 7.66 4.7 6.42 262.8,
S3 5 terdiurnal 'IT /4 hr 3 5.09 4.7 8.55 113.7,
$3 6 terdiurnal 'IT /4 hr 3 3.62 4.7 10.58 80.7,
54 4 1/4-diurnal 'IT /3 hr 4 17.84 6.3 3.0 132.9**,
S.. 5 1/4-di urna1 'IT /3 hr 4 10.79 6.3 6.4 214.9**,
5 .. 6 1/4-diurnal 'IT /3 hr 4 7.93 6.3 8.3 312.5,
5.. 7 1/4-diurnal 'IT /3 hr 4 5.96 6.3 10.3 141.4,
56 8 1/6-diurnal 'IT /2 hr 6 11 9.4 9.4 207.0**,
5 1/6-diurnal 'IT /2 hr 6 8.6 9.4 11.7 1075.66,9
$ 1/6-diurna1 'IT /2 hr 6 7.2 9.4 13.5 211 .16,10

5 1/6-diurnal 'IT /2 hr 6 6 9.4 15.3 142.96,11

The diurnal, semidiurnal and 3-hour wave are after Lindzen (1970).
L = Vertical wavelength in isothermal nondissipative atmosphere.
* An evanescent mode.
** L becomes imaginary.

1.O......
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extension of Table 1 of Lindzen (1970), in which four fundamental modes

(the first symmetric semi diurnal, second symmetric semi diurnal, first

symmetri c propagati ng di urna1, fi rs t syrrnnetri c trapped modes, and the

three-hour wave) have been considered. The parameter L, the vertical

wavelength for an isothermal (To = 2600 K) non-dissipative atmosphere, is

given by

27T
L =

1 1/2
-]
4H 2

(5ee Appendix E for the derivation of this relationship.) Roughly

speaking, larger L means less destructive interference of this mode.

Therefore, among the semidiurnal modes the 52 2 mode has been detected,
as the strongest mode in the lower atmosphere and lower thermosphere, and

among the terdiurnal modes the 53 ~ mode has been detected as the strongest,
mode in the troposphere. As shown in Table 6-1, the vertical wavelengths

of 52 2 mode and 5 mode are both larger than 260 km. For the terdiurnal,
, 3,~

1/4-diurnal, and 1/6-diurnal tides, the 53 ~ , s~ 6 ' and 569 modes
" ,

are suggested to be the dominant modes, respectively.

One of the reasons for the extinction of liB-diurnal tide is that

other non-persistent wave-like disturbances can have periods with the

upper bound of three hours (Tolstoy, 1967, Tolstoy and Pan, 1970).

The source of these wave modes have not all been identified. Because of

these types of disturbances, the existence of the liB-diurnal and

higher-order tides excited by solar thermal effect, would be difficult

to detect.
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6.3 The several-day period circulations of the thermosphere

The atmospheric oscillations with periods longer than one day have

been termed as planetary waves. These depend on the sideral year and

rather than the sideral day. Volland and Mayr (1972) have considered

the prevailing winds (with zonal wave domain number n = 2, and 4), the

annual winds (with zonal wave domain number n = 1 and 3), and the semi

annual winds (mainly with zonal wave domain number n = 4). No considera

tion was given by them to the solar rotation and the several-day cycle

effects on the dynamics of thermosphere. However, they did claim that

the semiannual variation is generated by corpuscular heat input within

the auroral ovals, and associated this latitudinal disturbances mainly

with P4' As has been shown in last chapter, the heating effects at the

auroral ovals during quiet time is not small. These additional heat

sources at the auroral ovals could possibly destroy the elegant

seasonal tidal modes. These modes are generated by the movements of the

subsolar point and the rotation of the earth (or the variation of

solar zenith angle).

The heat sources at the auroral ovals are due mainly to the cor

puscular radiation effect which is related to the sector structure of the

interplanetary magnetic field lines. There is no significant energy in

the Sa spectra near periods of 6 and 15 days (see Fig. 4-5). The

modulation of the corpuscular radiation at the auroral ovals by the

boundaries of the sector structure could, however, intensify or diminish

the thermospheric circulation processes, thus, explaining the existence

of the 6 and 15 day periods in the EC spectra during 1965 and 1969

respectively. The interference of this process with the tidal wave

modes is same as the meteorological effects, which sometimes obscure the
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barometric tidal measurements at high latitude at the ground level

(Wilkes, 1949).

The atmospheric heating in the auroral zone during geomagnetic

disturbances has been studied experimentally by Jacchia et al. (1967)

and theoretically by Volland and Mayr (1971). In the theoretical model

of Volland and Mayr (1971), the time delay of thermospheric density

increase is greater for latitudes further away from the polar region.

However, this is contrary to the findings of Roemer and Lay (1972),

who found that the thermospheric density response is independent of

latitudes (and longitude). Generally speaking, the atmosphere response

is about 6 hours after the maximum geomagnetic disturbances, and the

dependence of the temperature increment per unit Kp on latitude and longi

tude away from the midnight meridian fully support the concept of auroral

heating as the process responsible for the geomagnetic activity effect

in the thermosphere.

We have seen the experimental evidence of the auroral oval heating

during geomagnetic quiet times. Furthermore, this heating process is

stronger during equinoxes than during solstices and has been hypothesized

as the cause for the SADV which is independent of the level of solar

activity. According to the results of Ness et al. (1971), the boundaries

of the interplanetary magnetic field sectors are good modulators for the

solar wind properties, such as plasma flow speed and plasma density.

Combining the above properties of solar winds plasma with the concept

of auroral heating effect on the physical state of the thermosphere, the

variation of the thermosphere with periods of several days (around 6 and

15 days), could be real. Further observations and quantitative analyses

are required to confirm this speculation. A physical picture of this
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speculation is shown in Fig. 6-2, in which a section of the three

dimensional current system is shown also. This current system is thought

to be responsible for the polar magnetic substorrr. perturbation (Kisabeth

and Rostoker, 1971). The loss of ring current particles will cause a

positive change in the H-component of the geomagnetic field strength at

ground level (eg., see Fig. 1-2) and at the synchronous orbit as measured

by the magnetic record on board the ATS-l (Cummings et al., 1968). The

auroral ovals are sketched according to the average daily precipitation

pattern of electrons over the polar caps (Hartz et al., 1967).
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Chapter VII

Theoretical Time-Dependent Electron Density Profiles in the F-Region

7.1 Introduction

Logically, the treatment of this chapter should be combined with the

theories of Chapter 6 to give a consistent theoretical model of the

thermosphere and the ionosphere. Stubbe (1970) has obtained a coupled

simultaneous time dependent solution in the height range from 120 to 1500 km.

His equations consisted of the four continuity equations for the ions

0+, 0; , NO+, and H+, of the four heat conduction equations for the ions

0+ and H+, the electrons, and the neutral particles (0
2

, N
2

, 0, H, and He),

and of two equations of motion for the west-east and north-south neutral

wind velocities. As we have seen in Chapter 1, a simple wind system due

to the pressure gradient force cannot adequately describe the ionospheric

behavior at the mid-dip latitude. Furthermore, as concluded by Stubbe,

none of the ten unknowns depends directly on all of the other nine

unknowns, but, due to the many mutual actions and reactions on each

other, they are unseparably entangled. Consequently, it is very difficult

to explore the actual physical mechanisms occuring within the coupled

system. In contrast, Deshpande (1972) has solved a relatively simple

system of equations of neutral winds and electron densities in the F-region,

showing that the physical mechanisms can be explored without resorting to

a large number of equations.

In this chapter, a continuity equation of electron density is solved

in the height range of 120 km to 700 km. This equation is described by

a non-linear parabolic partial differential equation in one space

dimension (the altitude). The aim is to explore the time variation of
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the electron density profile and hence, the NmF2, hmF2, and integrated

EC due to the effects of tidal winds. As has been shown by Lindzen (1970)

the ion-drag force does not affect the tidal winds severely (as compared

with the molecular viscosity and heat conduction), at least for the diurnal

and semidiurnal modes. For periods shorter than the tidal modes, that

is the periods of gravity wave disturbances, Francis (1973) also concluded

that the ion drag is not found to be particularly important to the gravity

wave modes. Therefore, the assumption of the isolated ionospheric electron

density continuity equation is not as limited as one might first suspect.

The Lindzen's tidal wind profiles of the diurnal propagating,

diurnal trapped, and semidiurnal modes (see Figure 6-1) are considered

to be the main wind profiles in the following solutions. The effects of

the electrostatic field is neglected.

7.2 Electron density continuity equation

According to Pound and Yeh (1966) and under the assumptions of

quasi-stationary process, i.e.,

a u~

at
«

the negligible effect of the quadratic term

u~ • 'V u
~

,

and of the use of the inequality

m.\>. »m \>
1 1n e en

the expression for the ambipolar diffusion velocity, Vdiff , of the



ion-electron pair can be approximated as

1 aN 1
Vdiff = -Di (l+r) sin I { Nail· + H. (l+r)

1

+ T. 11+r) ~h [ Ti(l+r) ] } (7-1)
1

The subscripts ~ and s indicate the constituents of the multifluid

system, and subscripts i, e, and n indicate the ion, electron, and the

neutral particle, respectively. u is the velocity vector, v is the

collision frequency, m is the mass of the particle, N is the electron

density (assumed NiUi = NUe ), h is the vertical height, I is the

geomagnetic dip angle, T is the temperature, Di = kTi/mivin is the

ion-neutral binary diffusion veyocity, Hi = kTi/mi9 is the scale height

of ions, and r =Te/Ti is the ratio of electron temperature to ion

temperature.

Inserting this expression for the ambipolar diffusion velocity of

ion-electron pair into the continuity equation of electron density,

~~ = q - L - ~ • (NVdiff) (7-2)

a parabolic partial differential equation is obtained, i.e.,

98

aN _ L 0 (1 ) . 2 [ a2N 1 aN 1 ]at - q - + i +r Sln I W + ~ ah + ~ N

where q is the rate of production, L is the loss rate and

(7-3)

1 a ) 1H = ail [.lI-n Ti (1 +r ] + H. (l+r) +
1 1
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~ = {~h [2n Ti(l+r) ] + Hi~l+r) }

{~h [2n Di(l+r) ] + ~h 2n [ ~h 2nTi (l+r) + H.~l+r)J },

Under the assumption that the electron-ion pair is drag§ed along the

magnetic field line by the tidal wind motions at the F-region height,

the continuity equation (7-2) should be rewritten as

aNat = q - L - V • [ N(Vdiff + VI) ] (7-4)

where VI is the vertical component of the neutral wind velocity. Instead

of solving the more exact equation which required the knowledge of the

electron and ion temperature profiles, a simpler continuity equation is

solved by assuming r = 1, and Ti = Tn' Under this assumption the

divergence of the diffusion term can be written as (Deshpande, 1972,

Stubbe, 1968).

Pl.5+P I aT ) ]
+ N ( 2W + HI ah

where

(7-5)

0=0
o n(N z)

n(O) [ 1+1.426 n(O) ]

(7-6)

D = 1 2 X 1016 cm- 1 sec- 1 deg- 1
o •

pi = [ n(O) + 2.5 n (N z) ] / [ n(O) + 1.43 n (Nz) ]
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n(O) and n(N
2

) are the densities of atomic oxygen and molecular nitrogen,

respectively, which are the two predominant neutral constituents considered

here. T is the neutral temperature, and H is the scale height for

atomic oxygen. Assuming the dipole axis is coincident with the axis of

rotation, the vertical component of neutral wind velocity can be

written as

v = U sin I cos I (7-7)

where U is the meridional wind velocity. Hence the equation of continuity

of electron density becomes,

~~ = q _ L + D [~~~ + *(.5~P I + 2+6 ~~ )

+ N ( ~ + .~~P I ~ ) J - U sin I cos I ~~

- Nsin I cos I ~ah

or

aN a2 N aN ( .5+P' 2.6 aT= q-L+D[W + + Tailan all H

U sin I cos I + N (
pi

+ .5+P' aT
b 2W HT ail

si n I cos I ~) ]D

or

aN a2 N b £ii + cNat = q -L+aW+ ah

(7-8 a)

(7-8b)
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where

a = D
.5+P 'b = D ( H + 2.6 aT

T ah
U sin I cos I )

D

.5+P' aT sin I cos I ~)

HT ah - D ah

The production and loss terms are represented by (Deshpande, 1972),

q = a S nCO) e-a sec x [ n(O) H+ n(N
2

) H(N z) ]
00

and

ex B NZ

L = ex N+ B

(7-9)

(7-10)

where a =1.1 X 10-17 cm2 is the absorption cross section for N
2

and 0

(has been assumed to be equal to the ionization cross section),

Soo = lOll photons cm- 2 sec- 1

H(N
2

) is the scale height for N
2

'

X is the solar zenith angle,

ex = 10- 4 /T cm 3 sec- 1 is the square loss coefficient, which depends

on the recombination-like process, and B = 2.0 X 10- 12 n(N z)' is the

linear loss coefficient, which depends on the attachment-like process.

When X > 80°, the sec X in equation (7-9) is replaced by (Stubbe, 1970),

./nR h-(Ro+h) sin X Ro
sec X+ V2H

0
e H V

h-(R +h)sin X + Ro 0
[l ±erf H ]

(7-11 )
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+ sign for X > 90° and - sign for X < 90°, where Ro is the radius of

the earth and erf is the error function. The solar zenith angle X is

related to the local time and location by the following expression,

cos X = sin 0 sin 1> + cos 0 cos ep cos ( 51 t )

where

1> = geographic latitude

51 = earth's angular velocity

t = time from local noon

0 = solar declination angle.

(7-12)

Inserting Eq. (7-9) and Eq. (7-10) into Eq. (7-8), the electron density

continuity equation becomes a non-linear parabolic partial differential

equation with non-constant coefficients which depend on height as well

as time. Numerical methods must be used to obtain the solution of this

equati on.

Boundaries and initial conditions are required in order for the

solutions to be physical realizable. The lower boundary condition of

N is determined by

aN ='IT q - L, (7-13)

at the altitude of 120 km, and the upper boundary condition is determined

by

-0 2Ii.ah (7-14)

at the altitude of 700 km, where roo is the 'equivalent' external flux

above the altitude of 700 km. r~ is negative for flux into the



(7-15)
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ionosphere and is positive for flux out of the ionosphere. Equation

(7-13) is used as the lower boundary condition because production and

loss processes dominate at the altitude of the lower boundary. Equation

(7-14) is the simplified form, according to above assumptions, of the

vertical diffusive flux at linfinite' height, where the diffusion

process dominate (Pound and Yeh, 1966), i.e.,

lim {-Di(l+r) sin I [~~ + H.~l+r) + N ~h ~n Ti(l+r) ] }
h~ 1

= roo (t)

A constant electron density profile (N = 10 5 cm- 3 for all heights) is

used as the initial condition.

7.3 Neutral thermosphere model

The choice of the neutral atmosphere model is of vital importance

in the following investigation, because the coefficients a, b, c, and q

and L of Eq. (7-8) depends significantly on the diurnal variation of the

thermosphere, that is, the time-variation of the density-height profiles

of the thermospheric constituents. Since the F-region contributes most

of the ionization of the ionosphere, 0 and N2 can therefore be regarded

as the predominant constituents in this region.

The Jacchia (1971) revised static models of the thermosphere are

used in the following calculations. The diurnal variation of the

exospheri c temperature, T.R,' at 1atitude ~ was gi ven by,

m . mcos n - Sl n e
T = T (l+R si nm9) (1 +R m cos n 1. )
~ c l+R sin 3 2
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where

n = 1/2 /4> 01
e = 1/2 14> + 0/

L = HI + S + P sin (HI + y)

in which,

HI is the hour angle of the sun,

o is the solar declination angle, and

m, n, R, B, P, and yare the parameters that were determined from

satellite drag, the following set of values is used:

m= 2.2

n = 3.0

R = 0.3

(for Kp =a), (7-16)

is the nighttime minimum of the global exospheric temperature distribution

when the planetary geomagnetic index Kp = O. F
1

is the daily 10.7 cm
0.7

solar flux and F
10

•
7

is the smoothed value, in u~its of 10- 22 watt m- 2Hz- 1
•

Given a value of Tc' the diurnal variation of the static exospheric

temperature can be calculated from Eq. (7-15). With these exospheric

temperatures, the temperature profile, and the density profiles of 0 and

N2 of the thermosphere can be obtained from tables (Jacchia, 1971, Table 6).

Therefore, the static thermospheric properties at any time and height are

calculated by linear interpolation. Figure 7-1, after Jacchia (1971,

Fig. 9), shows the diurnal variation of the thermospheric temperature at
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the altitude of 300 km as predicted by this model. The Thomson-scatter

result was given by Jacchia in this figure also.

7.4 Numerical scheme

Equation (7-8) can be rewritten as

a2 N aN Ci SN 2

aN = aat W + bat ah + at [ eN - Ci N+B + q]

where q is given by Eq. (7-9), the a, b, and c are given by,

a = 0 = 1.2 X 1016 T sin 2 I
n(N 2 )

n(O) [1+1.426 n(O) ]

5+P I 2 6 aT U sin I cos I ]
b =D[· +_._-

H T ah - 0

(7-17)

pi .5+P I aT
c = 0 ["2'FjT + HT ah si n I cos I 2Q ]

o ah

This is a non-linear (due to the term Ci B N
2

) parabolic partial differen-
tX N+(:3

tial equation. In general, the implicit method has to be applied. The

following scheme is very similar to the method used by da Rosa (1965) to

solve the time-dependent temperature profiles of electron gas.
~t ~tLet ~i =~ ai and vi = 2~h bi (~t is the time step and ~h is the

height step in the difference equation), the first, second, and third

terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (7-17) can be written as

b"'t ~ ( X X )
a ah -+ Vi i+l - i-l

Ci B N2

at (eN - Ci N+(:3 + q) -+ c~tXi
Ci B ~t ( 2
Ci N.+(:3 2N .X. - N. ) + ~ tq ,, " ,



in which the non-linear term

asN +8 (2N.X. - N. 2
), and X.et ill 1 1

j+l and height step i, Ni is
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et 8 N2

(J N+8 has been approximated as

is the electron density at time steps

the electron density at time step j and height

step i. Consequently, Eq. (7-17) becomes

0: 8 6t· 2N.
x. l(j.l·-v.) + X.(-2j.l. - C6t - etN.+8 1 - 1)
1- 1 1 1 1 1

or

(7-18 a)

r.X. 1 + S.X. + t,X'+ l = m.
1 1- 1 1 1 1 1

or

X. = Wi Xi+1 + Y.
1 1

where

-to
W. = 1

1 S. + r.W. 1
1 1 1-

m. - r. Y. 1
Y. 1 1 1-=

1 5. + r.W. 1
1 1 1-

for i = 1,

W1 = -t /S , and
1 1

m
1 - r Xo

Y1
1=

51

= 1, 2, ... N-l

i t: 1

i t: 1

(7-18 b)

(7-18 c)

(7-19 a)

(7-20 a)

(7-19 b)

(7-20 b)
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Using the lower boundary condition (Eq. 7-13), Xo can be calculated as

\ =

N
1

ql + xt
_1 + C'I. S N1

.6t C'I. N
1
+B

and hence, all the W. and Y. can be determined from the recurrence
1 1

expressions (7-19) and (7-20), Applying the upper boundary condition

CEq, 7-14), the Xi at i =N can be obtained by solving simultaneously

with XN_l = WN_1XN + YN-l . The result is

(7-21)

and hence, the electron density profile at time step j+l can be calculated

from Eq. (7-18 c), from the top of the profile.

The time step and height step used in this calculation are 0.5 hours

and 5 km, respectively. A constant initial electron density profile with

density equal to 10 5 electrons / cm 3 is used at 1800 hr local time.

7.5 Results

Using Eq. (7-16), the static nighttime minimum of the global exospheric

temperature distribution, Tc' can be calculated at Kp =a and at any level

of solar activity, as indicated by F solar flux. This equation gives
10 .7

the lower bound of Tc for a given F
10

•
7

• Tc (Kp = 0) varies from 600 0 to

11800 K as F10 •
7

varies from 70 to 250, and the corresponding daytime

maximum exospheric temperature varies from 800 0 to 15400 K. Figure 7-2

(after Jacchia, 1971) shows the derived relationship of Tc and Tmax with
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f ; satellite drag data are shown also to indicate goodness of fit.
10 .7

In the following calculations, Tc values corresponding to the medium to

high solar activity (see Fig. 4-1) were used.

With the above static thermospheric model of Jacchia (1971), the

Lindzen's diurnal and semidiurna1 tides are added as the first order

perturbation on this static thermosphere. Since our sensor for this

dynamical mechanism is the ionospheric F-region, the southerly tidal

winds of the diurnal and semidiurna1 tides will affect the electron

density profiles at the F-region most effectively. The amplitudes and

phases of the southerly winds of the diurnal propagating, diurnal trapped,

and semidiurna1 tidal modes have been shown in Fig. 6-1. In the following

calculations, IItide li means the superposition of the southerly winds of

the above three modes. The addition of higher-order tides, i.e.,

terdiurna1, 1/4-diurna1 and 1/6-diurna1 tides will be stated explicitly.

The importance of having a realistic tidal wind profile can be

visualized more easily by writing out the expression for Wi and Vi

explicitly, because these two parameters fixed the vertical structure of

the electron density profiles by Eq. (7-18), i.e.,

x. = W. x'+ l + V.
111 1

i = 1, ... , N-1.

Once the xN value has been determined by the physical boundary condition,

all the xi are fixed by Wi and Vi' They are,

(Jl S1 ~ t • 2N 1

C) N1 + 13 1
- 1

(7-22 a)
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(7-23 a)

w. =,

Y. =,

in which,

(7-22 b)

b,t ex . S.b,t o 2N. b,t b,t
-2 Ah z a,. + c1·b,t - " , - 1 + [ALT a. - 2Ah b,.] W"_lu Ci .N. + S· b,h, u" ,

(7-23 b)

.5+P. I

b. = a.[
,

+ 2.6 aT, 1 H. r:-all i1 1

P. I .5+P. I

[~ +
, aTc. = a. H.T. all.1 1 , 1 1 ,

U sin I cos I ]a.,
sin I cos I au ]

a· all, i

ex. = 10-1+ / T., ,
and ni(O) + 2.5 ni(N z)

p. I =,
ni (a) + 1.43 ni {NJ
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Constant external electron flux is used in most of the following

calculations. This flux, r , has taken into account of all the ionization
00

produced outside the vertical column between 120 to 700 km. External flux

of the order of 10 9 to 1010 cm- 2 sec- 1 is required to produce the

measured daytime EC value of Hawaii. This value is about one to two

orders of magnitude larger than the external flux of the mid-latitudinal

ionosphere (Pound and Yeh, 1966), but it is near the value of the fountain

effect flux.

The winter and summer results will be discussed separately in the

fo11owlng two subsections.

7,5.1 Winter theoretical results

(a) Tidal effect, roo = -3,8 x 1010 cm- 2 sec-I, Tc = 8000 K.

The diurnal variation of the upper thermospheric tidal wind (southerly)

is shown in Fig. 7-9. The thinnest line, indicated by S3/S2 = 0, shows

the diurnal variation of the superposition of the diurnal and semidiurna1

modes. 20% (tide = 0.2) and 50% (tide = 0.5) of this full scale (tide = 1)

southerly winds are also investigated. The results are shown in Fig. 7-3 a,

b, and c, as integrated columnar electron content. The theoretical

content curves are marked by *. The measured EC curves are also shown in

this figure for comparison. In Fig. 7-3 c, the build-up of the theoreti

cal EC. with tide =0.0, starts about ha1f-an-hour later than the actual

EC, this is due to the use of HST, which is the Standard Time of 1500 W.

As shown in this figure, the rate of increase of the theoretical EC

curve during sunrise period is very similar to the actual EC curve. The

time of occurrence of the forenoon depression in the theoretical EC is

earlier for stronger tides. Another feature of the tidal effect is that

the nighttime value is depressed and the daytime value is raised
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according to the strength of the tide. As shown in Fig. 7-3 c, the inclu-

sion of tide (tide = 1) will narrow the daytime EC curve, which is often

observed on actual EC records. This indicates that the dynamical

behavior of the thermosphere is vitally important to EC variation.

Nighttime increases in the theoretical EC curves could also be seen for

tide = 0.5 and 1.

In Fig. 7-4, the theoretical hmF2, NmF2 and EC are plotted for

tide = 0, they are indicated by the rotated letters 'HI, IN', and IC',

respectively. The transient effect of the present numerical technique

disappears about 4 hours after 1800 hr. (local time). The ele€tron density

profiles of each of these time points are shown in Fig. 7-5 a, b, c, and

d. The local times of these profiles are indicated alphabetically, from

'AI to 'Q'. The times of these letters are also indicated on the top of

Fig. 7-4. Figure 7-5 a shows the profiles from 18.0 to 2.0 hr., b shows

the profiles from 2.5 to 10.5 hr., c shows the profiles from 11.0 to

19.0 hr., and d shows the profiles from 19.5 to 3.5 hr.

In Figs. 7-6 and 7-7, the diurnal variations of hmF2, NmF2 and EC,

and the electron density profiles are shown similarly, but for tide = 0.5.

The hmF2 of Fig. 7-6 varies accordingly to the southerly wind as shown in

Fig. 7-9 (5
3
/5

2
= 0). The dips in hmF2 at 9.5 hour and 19.5 hour (LT)

are similar to the dips in hmF2 and h'F of Figs. 1-4 and 1-5. Therefore,

the theoretical result of hmF2 agrees with the measured result closely,

except for the nocturnal dip in hmF2 around 2.0 hr. As discussed in

Chapter 5, this phenomenon has been investigated by Wright (1971), and

it is suggested that this dip is also due to the large scale neutral air

motions. Furthermore, the variation of hmF2 shown in Fig. 7-6 is not

much different from the Arecibo observed results that were shown in
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Fig. 1-7 band c. Although in Fig. 1-7 b, the nocturnal dip in hmF2 is

not evident, the hmF2 does start to drop after midnight. It is interesting

to note also that the southerly wind component, as shown in Fig. 1-7 a,

begin to increase around 2 hr. after the large decreases at midnight.

This wind component decreases again at dawn before it becomes positive

after sunrise (Harper, 1973).

As a final remark, the peak of the theoretical EC (see Fig. 7-3)

occurs about 1 1/2 hours later than the actual measured value. This is

due to the oversimplified models of the southerly wind (see Fig. 7-9) and

the diurnal variation of the 'thermosphere (see Fig. 7-1).

(b) Solar activity effect; roo = -7.6 x 10 9 cm-Zsec- 1
, tide = 0.2

Figure 7-8 shows the diurnal behavior of the EC when the state of

the thermosphere is changed. The ionization flux, S , is fixed for all
00

cases. However, the value of Tc is allowed to change in order to represent

variations in the state of the thermosphere. The relationship of Tc to

the level of solar activity can be found in Fig. 7-2 and Fig. 4-1. The

number beside each curve indicates the value of Tc (in OK). The peak of

the EC curve is most sensitive to the change of Tc ' Since constant values

of S and a are used in the above calculations, the variations shown in
00

this figure are due solely to the density variation of the thermosphere

and the tidal effect.

(c) Terdiurnal tide effect·, r = -7.6 x 109 cm-Zsec- 1 T = 925 0 K
00 ' c '

tide = 0.2

In order to examine the effect of terdiurnal tide on the diurnal

variation of EC, the height profiles of the amplitude of the terdiurnal

tide is assumed to be same as the semidiurnal tide but with magnitude

reduced. The phase of maximum of this tidal component is 5.47 hr., LT,
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which is assumed to be independent of height. In Fig. 7-9, the diurnal

variation of the southerly wind at the thermospheric height are shown for

S3 = 0.0 S2' S3 = 0.15 S2' and S3 = 0.3 S2' In Fig. 7-10, the effects of

the terdiurnal tide on the EC curves are shown. The southerly wind

amplitude is 20% of those shown in Fig. 7-9. This figure indicates that

the EC curve is very sensitive to the tidal wind structures.

7.5.2 Summer theoretical results

(a) Tidal effect; f = -7.9 X 10 9 cm- 2sec- 1 T = 8000 K
00 ' c

In the following calculations, the amplitudes of the semidiurnal and

terdiurnal tides discussed above are reduced to 30%. This is due to

the fact that the semi diurnal and terdiurnal winds are weaker during

summer than winter. The magnitudes and phases of the diurnal propagating

and diurnal trapped modes are kept the same. Different fractions of the

resultant tides are shown in Fig. 7-11. They are indicated by tide = 0.0,

tide = 0,2 and tide = 0.5. The curve marked by 'X' is for the case when

tide = 0.2 and Tc = 9250 K, The tidal wind shift the peak of the EC

curve from 15 hr. (tide = 0.0) to 17 hr" LT. A minor peak around 11 hr.,

LT, is generated by the tidal winds also. These are the pertinent features

of the summer EC curves measured at the University of Hawaii (see Fig. 4-8).

Figure 7-12 shows the results when the amplitudes of the semidiurnal

and terdiurnal tides are not reduced. These two curves show the results

when 20% and 50% of the resultant tides are used. The sharp peak at

1730 hr., LT, has been observed on actual EC records during disturbed

conditions.

(b) Variable external flux, f oo ; Tc = 8000 K, tide = 0.0

The external flux f is expressed as
00



= { -3.8 X 10
9

- 1.9 X 10
9

{l

f oo

-3.8 X 109 cm- 2 sec- 1

for 10 hr. < t < 20 hr.

; otherwise.
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This is a simulation of the external flux coming from the equatorial

region which is maximized at 1500 hr., LT. As can be seen in Fig. 7-13,

the use of variable flux, f oo ' does not change the shape of the EC curve

significantly.
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Chapter VIII

Conclusions

Electron content (EC) measured from the VHF telemetry transmissions

of synchronous satellites has been used to study the dynamics of the

thermosphere. The Hawaiian EC data provide a convenient means to inves

tigate the dynamical state of the thermosphere because the ionospheric

F-region is very sensitive to the dynamic and compositional variations

of the thermosphere (Chandra and Stubbe, 1972). Most of the variations

detected in the EC measurements can be attributed to the above effects,

especially at the locations of low (but not equatorial) geographic and

mid-dip latitudes, where the ionization is carried most effectively along

the magnetic field lines by the horizontal meridional neutral air motions.

Two kinds of oscillations have been detected by the use of power spectrum

estimations: tidal modes and planetary circulation.

A complete set of tidal modes at F-region heights has been determined.

The diurnal, semidiurnal and terdiurnal tides have been detected by

Rush et al. (1970) using foF2 data and by Reddy and Vasseur (1972) using

incoherent scatter observations. However, the seasonal characteristic of

the tidal modes with periods shorter than 12 hours was not detected by

them. From the present estimations, strong seasonal characteristics of

the higher-order tidal modes at F-region heights have been revealed. The

dominant periods are 8 hours in summer, 6 in spring and 8, 6, and 4 in

the winter. If the fall epoch is chosen according to the semiannual

density variation (SADV) instead of the solar declination angle, the

fall power spectra are consistent with dominant lines of 6 and 8 hours.

The seasonal variation of the strengths of the semidiurnal, terdiurnal,
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and 1/4-diurnal tides at F-region heights is very similar to the tidal

oscillations in the troposphere (Hann 1918, Pramanik, 1926). The upper

atmospheric tides (at E-region heights) as detected by meteor radar

observations (Spizzichino, 1972, Roper, 1972) are used to support the

existence of tidal modes at F-region heights, although no significant mode

with periods shorter than 8 hours was determined by them.

Examinations of the ionospheric behavior at the locations of low

geographic and mid-dip latitudes show that the ionization movements in

the F-region are often caused by neutral air motions instead of the

electrostatic field (Harper, 1973, Wright, 1971, Rastogi and Sanatani, 1968).

However, the pressure gradient wind model of Kohl and King (1967)

cannot explain the ionospheric behavior at Arecibo (Kohl, 1972) although

strong meridional wind velocity (around 160 m/s) has been determined

(Evans, 1972). From the statistical results of the phenomenon of

forenoon depression in EC increases investigated here and the statistical

results of the phenomenon of nighttime relaxation in EC decreases (Young

et al., 1970), the importance of the meridional wind component of the

semidiurnal tide to generate these phenomena can be visualized partially

from the following three points:

(i) The most probable time of occurrence of these two phenomena is

12 hours apart (around 9 hr. HST for the forenoon depression and

around 21 hr. HST for the nighttime increases in EC);

(ii) The number of occurrences of both phenomena contains a

semiannual characteristic;

(iii) The occurrence and the amplitude of both phenomena are not

related to magnetic activity.

Although the zero correlation hypothesis of the strength of forenoon
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depression in EC and the daily solar flux at 2800 MHz can be rejected,

the correlation coefficient is very low (-0.3). Furthermore, no good

regression model can be formed for the strength of forenoon depression in

EC by using independent variables like Ap index, daily solar flux, monthly

magnetic conditions, and EC variations (see Table 3-1). These indicate

that the forenoon depression in EC is more likely to be related to the

dynamical movements of the neutral atmosphere. Therefore, tidal wind

effects are proposed to explain the ionospheric behavior at this location.

This proposal is verified by solving the theoretical time-dependent

electron density continuity equation. The electron density height profiles

are obtained (from 120 to 700 km). From the diurnal variation of the

electron density height profiles, the diurnal variations of the integrated

columnar EC, hmF2, and NmF2 are obtained. With the inclusion of the

meridional tidal wind components of Lindzen (1971), see Fig. 6-1, in the

non-linear parabolic partial differential equation in one space dimension

(height) the phenomena of forenoon depression in EC and nighttime increase

in EC can be reproduced (Fig. 7-6). Furthermore, the diurnal variations

of the theoretical winter and summer EC curves will more closely resemble

the experimental EC curves when the meridional tidal winds are included

(Fig. 7-3, and 11). Another feature of this theoretical investigation

is that the morning and evening drops in hmF2 characteristic of this

location can be simulated appropriately (see Fig. 1-4). The nocturnal

drop in hmF2 (around 2 a.m.) has been studied by Harper (1973) using

the incoherent scatter measurements at Arecibo. He concluded that this

is due to the reversal of the nocturnal equatorwards wind. However,

following the arguments developed here, we suggest that this is due to

a strong 8 hour meridional tidal wind. Further calculations (not given
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here) show that the nocturnal drops in hmF2 and the post-midnight bump

in EC can be simulated by using a stronger terdiurnal tide (twice the

amplitude of the semidiurnal tide). Consequently, with the inclusion

of the meridional diurnal, semidiurnal and terdiurnal wind components in

the theoretical solution of electron density continuity equation most of

the ionospheric F-region behavior at this location can be explained.

The existence of the higher-order tidal modes at F-region heights is

demonstrated by calculating the vertical wavelength of these tidal modes

in an isothermal non-dissipative atmosphere. This method had been used

by Lindzen (1970) to show roughly the existence of diurnal and semi

diurnal tides at F-region heights. The extinction of the 1/8-diurnal

and higher-rder tides is due to the fact that the thermosphere is disturbed

more strongly by the wave-like disturbances from sources other than the

thermal tides (see Figs. 4-14 to 18 for the non-persistent occurrence of

the peaks within the period range of 10 min. to 200 min.). This is due

to the effects of long-period internal gravity waves and surface gravity

waves which could have periods with an upper bound of 3 hours (Tolstoy, 1967,

Tolstoy and Pan, 1970). The sources of these long-period waves are

generally complicated and usually unidentified.

The influence of the SADV on the fall tidal modes supports the

proposal that the SADV is caused by the planetary circulation process.

Indeed, strong circulations with periods of 6 and 15 days have also been

revealed by the power spectrum estimation of the daily peaks of EC data

during low (1965) and high (1969) solar activity years, respectively

(see Table 4-1). This is correlated with the four-sector and two-sector

structures of interplanetary magnetic field lines of low and high solar

activity years, respectively (Wilcox and Ness, 1965, Wilcox and Colburn,
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1970). It is proposed that the boundaries of the sector structure modulate

the energy that is conveyed from the sun to the earth and that most'of

this energy is deposited in the auroral oval regions as ohmic loss and

particle precipitation. This heat source along with the EUV radiation

is suggested as the main cause of thermospheric dynamics and composition

variation. This is revealed by the large day-to-day fluctuation in

EC curves (Figs. 2-5 and 4-8). By changing the nighttime minimum of

the global exospheric temperature of Jacchia's neutral atmosphere model,

the height profile of the constituent ratio of 0 and Nz is changed

accordingly. The effects of this change on the day-to-day variation in

ionospheric electron content is demonstrated in the theoretical solution

of the time-dependent electron density continuity equation (Fig. 7-8).

This shows that the physical state of the neutral thermosphere is very

important in determining the day-to-day changes in the ionospheric EC

values.

In conclusion, a complete set of seasonal tidal modes at F-region

heights at low geographic and mid-dip latitudes has been detected from

the power spectrum estimations of EC time series. Their existence has

been examined carefully and their effects on the ionospheric behavior at

these locations has been reproduced by solving the continuity equation

including tidal effects. A global picture of the complete tidal modes

must include the observations at other latitudes and the theoretical

solutions of realistic thermospheric tides. The second kind of thermosphe

ric oscillation detected here is the planetary circulation with the

periods of 6 and 15 days during low and high solar activity, respectively.

This oscillation is suggested to be related to the sector structure of

the interplanetary magnetic field lines.
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APPENDIX A: Stepwise Regression Output for 0, PRO, and DPRD

In this and the next appendix, the variable nos. 1,2,3,5,6,7,

8, 9, and 10 are the independent variables T
1

, II' T
2

, T
3

, 1
3

, Sa, Ap'

MeODE, and MON respectively. The variable no. 4 is a dependent variable

which could be 0, PRO, or DPRD. The subroutines of the IBM System/360

Scientific Subroutine Package (Version III) are used for the following

regression analysis.
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DEVIATION

1.19575
1.49346
1.18955
0.21430
1.33616
2.63702

36.22441
14.83183

0.90344
3.72669



CORRELAT10~ ~ATR1X

ROW 1
1.0JJJO 0.67993 0.90230 0.0440b -0.11171 0.20318 0.06160 0.00421 0.06ZZtl -U.,H15t>

ROW Z
0.b7993 1.JJJOJ 0.6J649 J.3JbOl -0.1l15J J.599Z1 0.56Z'oZ 'J.16)53 J.19471 -",.",5065

ROlO 3
0.90230 0.60649 1.00000 0.0287S -0.Ob066 0.11513 1l.05!135 -0.002n 0.J31f5 -J.J35'Jo

ROW 4
0.1)4406 0.3\1601 0.02~76 1.0\lO<l1l -0.25b64 0.62 no 0.3U9'o0 0.27392 0.10140 0.J1576

ROW 5
-O.Ul7l -(l.1l150 -0.U6066 -0.256t>4 1.0ll01l0 -0.03272 -0.04130 -0.08920 -0.08941> -"'.JbH~

ROW 6
0.Z0318 J.59921 0.11513 J.t>231 J -0. J32 72 1.~;)OJ 0.61730 0.22 J50 ).15271 -v.Jl333

.,
ROW 7

0.oe161l 0.50242 0.05635 0.30""'00 -1).04130 0.b173,) 1.COOOO 0.18607 0.JIi4,)!l -J.;7607

ROW 8
0.00421 0.18053 -u.00297 0.27392 -0.08921l 0.22056 0-l1l607 1.00COO 0.45563 0.<11194

RO" 9
'J.Ob22il 0.19471 0.03785 0.lJ140 -0.08946 0.15271 0.08408 0.45563 1.(,)\)00 -J.J", .. JJ

ROW ll.)
-0.01156 -0.05665 -J.03596 J.01576 -0. )67'78 -,).)1333 -0.')7687 ;').,)1194 -).OlJ400 1.0JuOO

:~

N
-.....J



STEP

VA~IABLE fNTERED ••••• 6

SUM Of SQUA~ES REDUCED IN l~IS STEP••••
PkOPORTIO~ kEDUCED IN THIS STEP ••••••••

CU~UlATIVE SUM UF SQUARES RFDUCEO ••••••
CUMULATIVE P~OPORTION REDUCED ••••••••••

b.544
0.388

6.544
0.388 OF

128

16.854

fOR 1 VARIAHLES ENTEKED
MULTIPlf [IIH(ELATION CnfFfICIFNT •••

(ADJUSIED fOk 0.1'.1 •••••••••••
F-VALUE FO~ ANALY~IS OF VARIANCE •••
STA~DARD IkROR OF FSTIMATE •••••••••

IADJUSTED FOR D.F.I •••••••••••

O.b23
0.623

B2.284
0.168
').168

VARIAHLF
'!lIMBER

6
INTERCEPT

STEP 2

IlEGR ESS ION
CUEfFICIE'U

O.u5064
-0.02371

STD. ERROP OF
Rf.G. ClJEFF.

0.00332

CQ'1PUTED
T-VALUE

15.241 . >

VAR1AULF FNTERED ••••• 5

SUM UF SIJUARcS REDUCEO IN THI S .STEP ••••
PPOPUKTlUN I<dJUCFD IN TillS STFP .

CUMULATIVE SUM OF ~UUARES ~EDUCEO ••••••
CUMULATIvE 1'f{OPOIHllIN REIJUCI:U .

0.958
0.057

7.5111
0.445 OF

fUR 2 VARIAHLlS ENTE~[O

MUL "PlE CIIFkfLATllJ'l C1EH ICIf'lT •••
(ADJUSTEn FOk n.F.I •••••••••••

F-VALUE fU~ A'lALYSIS JF VAFIANcr •••
STANDARD ERkUR Of ESTI~ATt •••••••••

(ADJUSTED fOR D.F.I •••••••••••

).b67
0.&66

140.373
).16)
0.160

VAR I A1ILE
NU"'ljfR

b
5

INTERCEPT

STEP 3

RFGRESSION
COFFFICIFNT

0.0500J
-J.J3825

0.'>3892

STD. fRROk Of
REG. COEFF.

0.01>317
1>.)J626

CUMPUTED
T-VALUE

15.772
-6.114

VARIABL~ FN1ERFD ••••• 8

SUM OF SUUARES REDUCED IN HII S STEP••••
PRUPURTION REDUCED IN THIS STEP ••••••••

CUMULATIVE ~UM OF SQUARES FEOUCED ••••••
CU"lULjlTIVE PROPORTION REIIUCI D .

J.244
0.014

7.745
0.460 OF H,.854

FOR 3 VARIA,}L[S ENTl~ED

MUll IPLE L lk"ELATIJf. C.JUIICIENT ...
IADJUSTFO FOR n.F.) •••••••••••

F-VALUE hJ~ MJALYSI S llf VAr<!Jlt.LE •••
STf.NDJlRO E~~LJ~ PF ~STI'1AT!. ~

IADJUST(D FUR D.F.I •••••••••••

D.l> 78
iJ.& 76

103.171
J.158
0.159

VARllI[lLE
NIJMblR

6
;
8

T-.llRLEPT

IHli~fSS I'J'\I
COl.ff IC IPH

o.047'i1
-J.J}61>1

o. OJI f'1
0.;U8112

sm. EIlRUR OF
REG. C(JEFF.

0.00321
0.))/)21
0.01>1>'>7

COMPUTEO
T-VALUE
14.8'H
-5.q·)2

3.122



STEP 4

VARIABLE ENTERED ••••• 2

SUM Of SQUARES R~OUCEU IN THIS ST(p ••••
PI<UI'URTIliN REIlUCED IN TillS STEP ••••••••

CUMJLATIVE SUM uF 5~UARES REDUCED ••••••
CUMULATIVE PROPORTION REOUC!D ••••••••••

0.238
0.01'0

7.983
0.474 OF

129

16.854

FOR 4 VARIA~LES fNTEPED
MULTIPLE CQRI<ELhTIW,/ COF.flICIENT •••

IADJUSTf:D FOR I).F.I •••••••••••
F-VALUE FliR At.AI.YSIS OF VARIANel •••
STANOARD ERRUR ur [SIIMATE •••••••••

IADJUSTLU FUR O.F.I •••••••••••

0.688
0.685

81.667
0.156
0.157

VAI!IARLE
NUMflER

(,

5
tl
2

INrFflCEPT

STEP 5

REGRESSWN
CUEFFICIENT

).'J5,,'I4
-0.0~874

0.00188
-).J214(,
0.~5~26

sm. ERROR OF
REG. COEFF.

0.)J3'11
0.00617
0.00057
0.J0688

COMPUTED
T-VALUE

1't.'J'.9
-6.280

3.320
-3.119

VARI AIILE ENTERED ••••• 7

SUM r:JF SQUAHS REDUCED II~ THI S STf 1' ••••
pRm'l)IH IllN k I: IlUC EU IN Till S STf P ••••••••

[U~ULATIVE SUM OF SQUARES RfOUCFJ ••••••
CUMULATIVE p~OPORrION REDUCED •••••••••• 16.854

FOR 5 VARIA~lES ENTERED
MULTIPLE C,lkRE\.A1IUN COE~FICIENT •••

IAOJUsrED HlK O.F.l •••••••••••
F-VALUE fOR A... ALYSIS llF VARIANCE •••
STANDARO lklWR OF ESTIMAH •••••••••

CAOJUSTlO fOR D.F.I •••••••••••

0.6'17
J.6IHI

(,6.617
0.156
0.1 ~7

VA~IAt\lf

NUMHfR
6
5
8
2
7

INTERCEPT

STEP 6

kEGk[ SS!UN
COtFFICllNr

0.05'131
-O.03d~5

0.00194
-0.01669
-J.OJJ60

0.59018

STD. ~kROR OF
REG. CuEfF.

0.00426
0.0061'
0.000'7
0.00727
0.)OJ3J

CU'1PUTEO
T-VALUE
13.6')9
-6.271

3.424
-2.295
-1.91>2

VA~IAf\lF ENTERED ••••• 1

SUM Uf SQUAkES RfDUCEO IN THIS STEP ••••
pROPO~TIUN REDUCcO IN THIS STEP ••••••••

CUMULATIVE SUM r:JF SQUARES ~EDuCEn ••••••
CU~ULATIVf I'AOPUkTIO~ REOUCfU ••••••••••

fOR ~ VAHIABLcS ENTEREO
MULrlPLE CORkELATIO~ COfFFICIENT •••

IADJUSrEU tJ~ D.F.l •••••••••••
F-VALUE fU~ ANALYSIS OF V~~IAt.CE •••
STANIlAPU FDRUP OF [STIMATt •••••••••

CAJJUSTED fliK D.F.I •••••• •••••

0.0'16
J.6'10

51>.415
0.1'>5
).1'>6

0.079
0.005

tl.156
i).4d4 OF 1&. tl54

VAPIABLE
NUflH~R

(,

')

8
2
7
I

1'lT!~CFPT

REGPESSIO:II
CUHFICIFNI

0.U5710
-1I.U3Q04
J.JH~I

-0.OU03'l
-u.OOOH
-lJ.II.'01 R

0.174'15

STI1. I'Rf<I)~ OF
REG. r.OltF.

0.UJ',2'1
lJ.Ou1I13
'J. J) )57
0.011~4

u • .),)034
u.u1112

COMPUTFD
T-VAlUE

13.2'17
-6.3b5

3.1'11>
-0.033
-2.572
-1.815



~ fEP 7

VARIA~LE E~TER[D ••••• 3

SUM OF SQUAP,ES ~fnUCEO I~ THIS STEP ••••
pllOI'LJRllON ~FlJUl.!;[) Ilj THIS S1EP ••••••••

CUMUl'TIVE 5UM OF SUUARES PEOUCED ••••••
CUMULATIVE PROPO~TJ(JN REDUCEll ••••••••••

0.195
0.012

8.351
0.495 or

130

16.1l54

FOR 7 VAIlIA~L~S ENTERED
MULTIPLE (()PIlElATIOlj Co1UFICIENT •••

(ADJUSIrU rOM D.F.I •••••••••••
F-VALU~ FU~ ANALYSIS OF VAPIANCE •••
STANDARD ERRUR OF (STI~ATL •••••••••

(ADJUSTED (Ok D.F.I •••••••••••

0.704
0.b98

50.505
J.154
0.155

VAP.IABLI;
NUMBER

6
5
8
2
7
1
3

IN1H<.CEPT

STFP 6

REGkE~S I'JN
COE'fFICIE'H

v.05'/:>5
-J. J4'J<lJ

0.0011'1
-0.00291
-J. IN'/J
-0.060511

0.04605
).6'1'/~1

STI>. ERROR OF
RrG. COEH.

0.00434
O. )J61J
0.00056
0.01146
u.)))3 3
0.01786
0.Ulbu3

COMPUTED
T-VALUE

13.732
-6.6115

3.1112
-0.259
-2.b8J
-3.391

2.672

VARIA~LE E~TERED••••• 9

SUM.OF ~~UAKES REDUCEU IN THIS STEP ••••
PROPORTION ~EDUC~O IN THI~ STEP ••••••••

CU~ULAIIVE ~UH OF 5UUAIlFS REDUCEG ••••••
CUMULAllVE PIlOPOklIU~ REUU~EO ••••••••••

0.OR3
0 • .>05

8.434
0.~OO OF 16 .8~4

FOR 8 VARIABLE~ [~TEREO

~t)LTlPlE [OkPELAI10~ Ctl£FFICIPn ...
(AOJUSIEO ~OP O.~.I •••••••••••

F-Vf,Lll~ FIJt{ Ar;ALYSI~ 'JF VARIArjC( ...
STAhllAkU ~A~Ok Of ~SlIMATE•••••••••

(AOJUsrt-u fOR O.f.) •••••••••••

0.707
0.701

44.'151.1
0.1 53
J.15!>

VAPIAfHE
~W~II(R

6
5
8
2
7
1
3
9

INTERCEPT

HGilE ~ S ltIN
CiJEFFICIt:'ll

u.05'/55
-().04IZ7

0.0022'/
0.00043

-0. U00'/7
-).Jb144
0.044~3

-0.01909
0.74114

STII. FRIlOR OF
RfG. C'JEFF.

1..00432
0.001>0'1
IJ. JJJbl
0.01156
0.00034
0.)l7I1J
0.01599
(1.01012

CU·~PUTF.I>

T-VALUE
13.181
-6.180
3.6~3

0.037
-2.695
-3.451

2.810
-1.66b

STEP 9

VAIlIA8LE ENTERED ••••• 10

SU~ O~ S(JLJA~ES REDUCEI) I"J THIS STEP••••
PROPORTION ~EllUCEI> IN T~I~ ~TEP ••••••••

CllMULAliVE SUM UI SUUAReS Il[DIJCElJ .
CUMULATIVE PROPORTlUh REnuCEO .

0.000
0.000

6.434
0.500 OF

FOR 9 VARIA~LES f~TFRED

MULTIPLE CO~MELATION COEFFICIENT •••
(ADJUSTUJ HI~ D.F.I .

F-VALUE FIR ANALYSIS ,IF Vl-tllflNCE •••
STAMJAkU I{HUh PF FSTIMAH .

(ADJUSTED FUq n.F.I •••••••••••

U.707
0.699

39.!l44
0.153
0.155

VAK/AhLE
MJI'I1E~

6
5
B
2
7
1
3
9

10
l'<Il"LEPT

R[GIlF ~ SIWI
COEH'ICIEI'JT

J.J5'/~6

-().o417.'1
O.OU2.''1
J.J.»)<,I

-0.00U'11
-J.",,1't0
).J44~4

-J.ul'lJ"
-0.0"UIO
u.142~7

~TIJ. ERIlt)R UF
REG. (IIEFE.

0.))433
O.Jul>l1
L.UOOGt'
O.JII~q

0.0LJU14
O.017H4
u.JII>03
0.JII.I14
J.JJ111

CUMPUTED
T-VALUE

13.751
-6.7~R

3.1>118
J,.)35

-2.8tlQ
-).441

2.9.:.11
-I. lIA 3
- J. J44



Sl£P- ..dSE ,1ULTIPL£ RI:GK[~SSION••••• STEPWI

~UMd~K JF a~S~RVATIONS 520
NUMb~k UF VHRI~~L~S 10
NUMBtK JF S~LECTIONS 1

CONSTAj~T TO L HII T VARIAGLE5 0.0

131

V#-.F..It.8L':
r. ().

1
2
3
i;

S
6
7
8
9

lu

tJF:l<N

9.11802
2.93337

10.22444
0.15234

14.60605
6.09101

124.03629
12.18646

1.75192
7.34231

5T A~Dt Q.D
Df:VIATION

1.214-10
1.46349
1.22142
0.31959
1.33903

.2.581':6
36.iJ7523
15.60398
0.92386
3.80980



--:..

_'1.

.l

'.

CURRELATION "ATRIX

~:J .. 1
1.lluOuu \J.63072 1l.'H416 -J.1l5l6 -0.14'<,5 O.Dl81 C.O/·~&7 -O.Cl?13 U.l>:#- tt: -,J • ..,I: 3'50

ROW 2
U. 6J07 2 1.OUOiJO 0.56369 0.013117" -0.a~193 O. 5~<;53 C.50715 C.2ll;,B 0.11"".8 -\J.0;<,;30

RON J
O.~lt,7ts 0.563139 1.00000 -0.U42'18 -0.10252 0.celR8 0.0124<; -0.02 "2(; o. ut:-~ "J 1 -0.074';2

"Oft Of

-1l.1152d 0.09874 -0.0:'2'78 1.oJ\JuO -0.10519 O.4681b ~.153"6 -(;.CloI4<; -c.O= e'·5 (I.J3t07

Ruw :'>
-il.1449, -0.u9793 -0.lu252 -1l.10579 1.00001l O. llil ..2 3 -0.02'62 -0.12"1" -0.lJ431 -u. uCl 4'>

"JI< b
U.lJ2tll 0.5,953 0.0<3188 0."6816 0.00<;23 1.CI.IOJO 0.6uit66 C.l"6Cl 0.0';:'15 -v.uvl<;'/

RlIW 7
J.\J'tllo7 0.5~715 0.01249 0.15366 -0.02462 0.6u466 1.CIJilJO O. 20Sl C O.Ji:tcQ -J.J'''72

/((;" d
-0.01313 c.21ail3 -0.v2526 -U.JJI4C; -C.12415 0.1'16vl C.2052(; 1. ('\Jcve C.4:7L1 0.\h11'2

RUW 9
O.OdbOO 0.176'-6 il.06591 -0.J8845 -0.10431 O.095l5 0.C4t-C;C 0.'-5141 l. Ol.~CU 0.uJ?'?2

..Ow liJ
-0.llb35u -0.03930 -0.1l7452 0.03607 -0.0914b -0.C0199 -0.C£972 O. (OlE2 0.003<;2 1. utJlhH)

'_~

~

"

W
N

..

-"-

,.



STU' 1

VA~IAtlLt eNTERED ••••• 6

133

"

~UM UF ~IJUA" r:s RHUCFO IN THIS SH·P••••
P~uPJ~TIU~ ~cCUCEU IN THI5 5TfP ••••••••

LUMULATIVt SUM QF SJU4~rS RLDUC~O ••••••
LUMULo\ TI Ve t';{OPtJRTLJN F<~·CUU[)••••••••••

fUR 1 VAkIA~LES rNT~AEO
MULTIPLE LO~-ltLi."Ci~ Cf,eFHl.I[NT •••

IAIJJuSlcu ~nR U.F.I •••••••••••
F-VALu~ FUR 4~AL¥~IS GF VtPlftNCF •••
SHHDAkU llll,'JP CF t:STlMfTE •••••••••

IADJUSTED FeR 0.1'.1 •••••••••••

0.468
0.46il

145.3CJ9
U• .!B3
0.283

1l.~ 18
0.219

lI.b 18
O.21~ Of' 53.009

VAkl AU L£
I~U'IBd<

o
INTcrlC t;PT

Sl(P Z

kF(,hESS Ir,N
COUF IC If/IT

U.057<;t>
-O.2uut9

STU. l~~OR OF
RE0. (l)EFF.

O. Lu', dl

CfI'~PUTFO

T-VALUE
12. U511

VARI AtH.~ E,n EhED ••••• 2

SUM UI- ~I.IUAHO;S PfCUCEO IN THfS sn:p ••.•
PI<(JPoJ"TlUN kl:CUCdJ Ifj Ttil:> ~ [P ••••••••

CUMJLATIVc SU~ UF SUUARIS kfDUCcJ••••••
CUKULATIVc PkGPLllllu~ Rlcuttij••••••••••

fUk l VAKIMILES PIE"!:!)
MULrlPLt ~UhktLATI(~ LGrFFlel~~T•••

'ALJJUSTr::~} fIJ" D.F.) •••••••••••
f-V~LUE Futl A.,1.l ¥~ IS 1.1' VI. I;! AI.(!; •••
ST~~JAkU cHROR nF [STIMfTL •••••••••

IAJJUSTtU fa" U.~.I •••••••••••

0.52t
0.525

<;d. tj 7<;
U.172
u.27 j

14.b6b
0.1.77 53.C09

V:'hI :'UL[
r.U,'ItlH<

l>

I.
INT~t<aI'T

STEP j

"luRcSSIJN
COEFf'I(ldH

O.LIJO?U
-J. ul>543
-0.144.21

SiD. ("~[)R Of
Rrr,. cur 1'1'.

0.uU5H
0.010ll

C')MP UTED
T-VAlllF

13. ~b 1
-0.411

VAklAtlLt lNIEREu ••••• )

~UM Ur SUUA~~S RELueEo I~ THIS !TFP••••
I'kOPu~TlU:~ "t:CUl..H: III T:IIS ST;:I' ••••••••

CUMoJL~rlvE ~U~ UF SJU,~rs RLCUCfC ••••••
CUMUL4 Tl VE: I'R(1pI.1RTldr; RtOUC~[l••••••••••

1.074
u.U20

15.740
0.Z<;1 or- 53.009

FUh j VAMlh~l~~ rN'(.l~
MuLlIPLt: L.L1I<i{t'LUIC,; CrfFFICH~T •••

IhUJUSTFn ~O~ G.F.l •••••••••••
f-Vl<LUl ~JP /I'jf,LYSIS llf Vt,.;(A'lCr- •••
SlA~U'kU LI<RJ~ :F r~TI~fT~ •••••••••

'AuJUST~U FiJR ~.r.) •••••••••••

0.545
0.<;47

7l.~42

v• .2t,,9
0.76</

V'i<1 At>Lc
,iU,'ItlLk

o
I.
5

IliT ~ " .. t;P T

·[(;'-lSSJ(~

CLlrff Ie J:NT
J. Jo/vd

-J. Gl0' 'J
-J.Jj4i!:

U.15'147

STU. I-HOk rJF
R~l" COL Fl'.

0.UJ5H
0.01010
u.vv<l,~3

CllMPU'':O
T-VALllF

14.32 j

-0.9'·0
-"I. tl~ <;



STtI' 4

SUM (IF S(,JUMFS R~O'Jr.EO TN TI-'15 STEP ••••
PRuPO" TI u:. he cue f:;) I!', Til J SST!:. .

CUMuL~TIVf SUM OF SJU~~rs ~~Lue~o ••••••
CUMULATi Vt f'~I.A"JRTlfJN KLeVer II ••••••••••

0.61>2
O.Llll

16.402
O.30~ OF

134

53.00q

FOio. 4 VA~ll.flL~5 ENTlRH'
~IULTJI'Lt: Lt:;..~[ LHlcrj lourICIEIIT •••

lAUJU$l[:l) FIJI{ lJ.F.I •••••••••••
F-VALUc ~~K A~ALYS!S O~ V;RI~NCE•••
STA~UMR~ ~KH~~ OF ESTI~tT( •••••••••

(ADJUSTEL rnk D.F.' •••••••••••

u.556
0.553

57.o0b
0.267
0.267

"

~AkJAuU

Nuril.l~ K
b

l
5
9

Ir~Tl: R" EP T

Sill' 5

J..l:GRESSIOII
COEHIC ILNT

u.ud190
-0.U'.>620
-iJ.OJ!,63
-u. U39/,2

0 ...51J0

STU. E PP.Of< OF
REG. cnEFF.

0.OU'>6q
0.01017
(j.OU8U~

O.012~2

CllMP UT F. 0
T-VALUE

14."2U
-6.5U7
-4.140
-3. C5 1
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(1) Power spectrum estimates via covariance estimations

The covariance function is estimated by forming unbiased estimates

of the covariances of lag 0 to m. The missing data are taken into

account by dividing the sum of lagged products by the number of terms in

them (Jones, 1971 a). The covariance estimate of lag r is weighted by

the Parzen's lag weighting function,

r=O,1,2 m
"2

=2(1-I.)3
m

= 0

mr="2+ 1, .... m

r > m

where r is the lag number and m is the maximum lag. Then the resultant

covariance estimates are used to estimate the power spectrum by the method

of Blackman and Tukey (1959). A lag weighting function has to be used

in order to diminish the unwanted sidelobes which are due to the effect

of a finite number of lags in the covariance estimates. The effects of

the record's length, maximum lag and lag weighting function on the

bandwidth (or frequency resolution) and confidence interval of the

estimated power spectrum can be found in Jenkins and Watts (1968). The

coherency and phase of 2 records are estimated from the even and odd parts

of the cross-covariance estimates.

(2) Power spectrum estimates via bivariate autoregressive estimations

Bivariate autoregression is performed on 2 records of data. The

order of the bivariate autoregression is chosen by using Akaike's (1969)

final prediction error criterion. With these estimated bivariate auto

regressive matrices the estimated power spectrum matrix is calculated, as
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follows (Jones, 1973):

where

AI' A
2

, to Ap are the p-order bivariate autoregressive matrices,

h is the interval between data points,

f is the frequency,

I is the identity matrix,

superscripts -1 and * denote the inverse and complex conjugate transpose

of the superscripted matrix, respectively, and Vp is the mean square

error of the bivariate autoregression that has been fit to the data.

Jones (1973) has suggested recently that plotting the power spectra

estimated by this method and method 1 (the Blackman and Tukey's approach)

will give a better picture of the true spectrum. These two estimates are

plotted together in Figures 4-3 to 6 in Section 4.2.2. The coherency

and phase of two records are estimated from the off-diagonal terms of

S(f).

(3) Power spectrum estimates via Fast Fourier transform (FFT)

Power spectrum estimation via direct Fourier transform of the data

was very time consuming until the introduction of the Fast Fourier

transform algorithm by Cooley and Tukey (1965). This technique is used

to obtain some of the low frequency peaks in power spectrum estimations

of 1965 Sa and 1m and 1969 Sa and 1m. A cosine taper data window,

1 1Mk = 2 - 2 cos (2rrk/N) k=1,2, .... N
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is used to modify the abrupt jumps of the finite length of the record

by multiplying the kth data point with Mk, where N is the total number

of data points. The above operation is equivalent to averaging the

frequency components with the following weights (or Hanning window) in

the frequency domain

Zj = 0.25 Zj_l + 0.5 Zj + 0.25 Zj+l ' j = 3, 4, ....

where Z. = X. + iY., and X., Y. are the real and imaginary parts of the
J J J J J

Fourier transform at frequency index j. The square of the spectral

amplitude, IZj/2, is plotted in Fig. 4-7. Although this method has

the advantage of high frequency resolution, with bandwidth equal approxi

mately to 2/(length of the record used), the high variability of the

power spectrum estimates makes the spectrum difficult to interpret.

Further discussion on this method could be found in Appendix D.



APPENDIX D: Theory and Statistical Test for the Periodogram
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Using the spectral representation of a stationary stochastic process,

X(t), the finite discrete Fourier transform of X(t) can be written as

N-l
= L:

k=O f
~h

-1
211

e2nikhf dZ(f)e-2rrikv/N

1

f- 211

-1
2h

N-l
L:

k=O
e27Tikh(f-V/Nh) dZ(f)

1

f2h

-1
211

1 _ e27TiNhf'
1 _ e27Ti hf' dZ(f)

-J~h H (f - ~h) dZ (f)
-1
2h

(For the spectral representation of X(t), see Yaglom, 1962 and the

references therein).

Define the periodogram estimation, Iv ' as

I =!!.IZI2
V N v

1

E[I) = ~ f 2h /H(f- ~h ) /2 S(f) df
-1
2h
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1

-- f 2h W(f - ~h ) S(f) df
-1
2h

where

W(f _ V
Nh

) = h (sin TT Nhf' )2
N si n TT hf'

and

E [ IdZ(f)1 2
] = S(f) df

in which S(f) is the "true" spectrum density. Hence, Iv is (i) a spectrum

estimation centered at f = v/Nh with bandwidth (or resolution) Be = l/Nh,

and (ii) a X2 variable with two degrees of freedom estimation of S(f).

The normalized standard error (Bendat and Piersol, 1971) is

(J [ Iv ]
=

S(f) n
=

For n = 2, Er = 1, therefore Iv is NOT a consistent estimate. But after ~

adjection frequency or/and q ensemble smoothing, n becomes,

n =

Er becomes

{

2 ~ ( ~ adjection frequency smoothing)

2 q (q ensemble smoothing)

2 ~q ( t adjection frequency and q ensemble smoothing)

1
Er = --;====-JB IT

e



and Iv becomes a consistent estimate of S(f) because £r + 0 as T + 00 •

The (1 - 0:) confi dence i nterva1 is gi yen by

145

nIv

X2 (J
n''2

< S(f) ~ 1 - 0:

For n = 2,

Prob { 0.33 I < S(f) < 19.42 I } = .90v - - v

for n = 4,

Prob { 0.42 I < S(f) < 5.63 Iv } = .90v-

and for n = 16,

Prob { 0.61 I < S(f) < 2.01 Iv } = .90v-
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Glossary
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a

Cp' Cv

f

F

g

G

H

ha,S
n

earthls radius

heat capacities at constant pressure and constant volume

a/2w

operator associated with Laplace's tidal equation

acceleration of gravity
1 DP

- yP Dt
o

scale height

separation constant in separating equations for GiS altitude

and colatitude dependence; equivalent depth

J thermotidal heating per unit time per unit mass

La,S vertical variation of G
n

P perturbated pressure

P pressure in basic stateo

R gas constant for air

S zonal wave number

T perturbated temperature

To temperature in basic state

t time

u southward velocity component

v eastward velocity component

w vertical velocity component

x height in scale heights

a,S -x/2 La,S
Yn e n

z altitude

y



8(~) variation of (~) from its value in the basic state

8 colatitude

ea,S colatitude variation of G; Hough function
n

K (y - l)/y = 2/7

P perturbated density

Po density in basic state

cr frequency of oscillation

~ east longitude

X velocity divergence

w earthrs rotation rate

~ tidal gravitational potential
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Detailed formulation of the atmospheric tidal equation can be found

in the book on Atmospheric Tides by Chapman and Lindzen (1970) and a

review paper by Siebert (1961). The principal equation are summarized

below for easy reference.

The basic equations are:

~~ - 2wv cos 9 (E-1)

(linearized northerly momentum equation)

avat + 2wu cos e (E-2)

(linearized westerly momentum equation)

a 0 P aDa z = -9 0 p - Po az

(hydrostatic pressure relation)

(E-3)

-p Xo (E-4)

(continuity equation)

where,

X = r::;. V = 1 a
a si n e ct3

(u sin '3 ) + av + aw
a sine a1> az

R DT R "rT aT = nHH D. Of;:~ (_OU_ + w az 0 ) ~ ~ + J
y-l y-l at Po Dt

(thermodynamic energy equation)

(E-5)



and

oP =
Po

(E-6)
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(linearized perfect gas law)

Using the periodic tidal fields assumption,

(E-7)

the above set of equations can be transformed into a single equation of

variable G, which is given by

G = __1_ DP =
YPo Dt

that is,

- Y~o {ygH gr + (y-1)poJ}, (E-8)

+ (dH _ 1 ) aGo,s
dz az

io- -g

=

where,

9 F { ( dH + K ) GO,s _ KJO, s
dz ygH } (E-9)

1
F = sin e

a
a 9

1 s e+cos 2 e
f f2-cos2 e

+

(E-10)

(the third term on the left-hand side of Eq. (E-9) can be neglected)

and this equation is separable by.assuming GO,s can be expanded into a



complete set of all n for 0 < e < 7T, i.e.,
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( 8 ) (E-ll )

and the forcing function Ja,s , as

= I Ja,s (z) ea,s
n n n

The separated equations are

( 8 ) (E-12)

F [ ea,s ]
n

and

(E-13)

dLa,s
+ ( dH _ 1) n + _1_ ( dH + K) La, s =

dz dz ha,s dz n
n

KJ~'S

gHha,S
Y n

(E-14)

where ha,s is the separation constant known as 'Equivalent Depth I •
n

Replacing La,s by
n

-1/2 log [Po/Po(O)]
= e

Eq. (E-14) becomes,

..a ,s
Yn

Ja ,s
_ -41 [ 1 __4_ (KH + dH) ] ya,s = K n

ha,s dx n ygha,S
n n

-x/2e

(E-16)
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Eq. (E-13) is known as the Laplace's Tidal Equation, the eigen-solution

which is bounded at 9=O,n , is known as the Hough function and h~'s is

the eigenvalue of the eigenfunction ea,s . Eq. (E-15) is the Vertical
n

Structure Equation. Given two boundary conditions and a given Hough mode,

a unique solution for the vertical structure can be obtained. The

non-constant coefficient of ya,s of Eq. (E-15) can be interpreted as
n

the square of the vertical wavenumber.
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Fig. 1-1 The morphology of EC on May 25-26, 1967 magnetic storm

Thick curve -----: monthly mean EC (ATS-l) of May; thin curve ---

EC (SYNCOM-3); dashed curve ~--- : EC (ATS-l). Vertical bars indicate

standard deviations of EC (ATS-l) of the 10 magnetically quiet days of

May 1967. The means are marked.
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Fig. 1-2 Correlation between the doppler frequency shifts and

the rate of change in EC

The curve on top is the horizontal component of Earth's magnetic

field measured at Honolulu.
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Fig. 1-3 Comparison of the Stanford and Hawaiian EC with the

high latitudinal magnetic record (after Davis, 1970),

the Hawaiian EC curve is added by the author)

Arrows on the Stanford EC curve indicate TIDs.
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Fig. 1-4 Average variations of hmF2 for 10 international quiet

days (after Thomas, 1959)
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Fig. 1-5 Monthly median values of hpF2 at Maui
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Fig. 1-6 Power spectral density of Maui hpF2

Periods of the peaks or humps are indicated by arrows.
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Fig. 1-7 Ionospheric measurements at Arecibo (I = 50°)

( (a), after Evans, 1972, (b) and (c) after

Kohl, 1972)

(a) Southerly wind, (b) height of F-layer peak, (c) critical

frequency of F2-layer. In (b) and (c): •• • " measured value;

9 9 a a , theoretical value with wind excluded, and curve --

theoretical value with wind included.
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Fig. 1-8 Power spectral density of southerly wind (of Fig. 1-7 a)

Periods of the peaks are indicated by arrows.
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Fig. 1-9 Power spectral density of foF2 and hmF2 (of Fig. b and c)

Thick curve

hmF2 and its spectrum.

, foF2 and its spectrum; thin curve
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Fig. 2-1 Locations of sub ionospheric points for ray paths of ATS-l

and SYNCOM-3 and the midpoint between WWVH station and

Honolulu
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Fig. 2-2 Locii of the 400 km sub ionospheric points of SYNCOM-3

and ATS-1
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Fig. 2-3 Diurnal variation of Hawaiian EC (plotted in Universal time;

6-14 October, 1971)
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Fig. 2-4 Rates of change of Hawaiian EC (of Fig. 2-3)
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Fig. 2-5 Diurnal variation of Hawaiian EC during a month of spring,

summer, autumn, and winter

(a) spring, (b) summer, (c) autumn, and (d) winter; the out of

scale curves are continued at the bottom.
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Fig. 3-1 Forenoon depression in EC during summer and winter at

high and low solar activities

(a) Low solar activity, winter; (b) low solar activity, summer, parameters

T1 , T2 , and T
3

used to specify the 0 and PRO are indicated by arrows;

(c) high solar activity, winter, curve I I I I I , SYNCOM-3,curve

ATS-l; (d) high solar activity, summer.
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Fig. 3-2 Histogram of forenoon depression in EC
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Fig. 3-3 Histogram of forenoon depression in EC

(a) For different years; (b) for different months, the inverted

SADV curve is plotted in arbitrary unit.
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Fig. 3-4 Histogram of the time of occurrence of forenoon depression

in EC
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Fig. 3-5 Histograms of the duration of forenoon depression in EC
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Fig. 3-6 Histogram of the duration of forenoon depression in EC

(a11 seasons)
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Fig. 3-7 Scatter-plot of the percentage of dip and Ap index
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Fig. 3-8 Scatter-plot of the percentage of dip and daily solar flux

at 2800 MHz (Sa)
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Fig. 4-1 Four segments of a year of, from top to bottom, 1969 Sa,

1965 Sa, 1965 1m, and 1969 1m

The unit for Sa is 10-22 watts m- ZHz- 1
, and for 1m is 10 17 m- 2 •

The curves are broken when there were no observation.
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Fig. 4-2 Run test results on the 1965 Sa, 1969 Sa, 1965 1m and

1969 1m

The number of runs are indicated along the median line of the standard

deviations of the 18 segments of each year of Sa and 1m. The units

for the standard deviation of Sa and 1m are 10- 22 watts m- 2Hz- 1 and

1017 m- 2 respectively.
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Fig. 4-3 Power spectral densities of 1965 1m and 1969 1m and their

coherence squared and phase

The solid curve of the upper four plots are estimated via covariance

estimation with maximum lag equal to 50, while the solid curve of the lower

four plots are estimated via covariance estimation with maximum lag

equal to 100. The dash-dot (or smoother) curves in the upper and lower

four plots are estimated via bivariate autoregressive estimations.

The crosses along witi: the first two plots indicate the 95% confidence

interval and bandwidth of the estimates.
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Fig. 4-4 Power spectral densities of 1965 1m and 1965 Sa, and

1969 1m and 1969 Sa

Solid curves are estimated via covariance estimations with maximum

lag equal to 100 and the dash-dot (or smoother) curves are estimated via

bivariate autoregressive estimations. The cross along with the plot

indicates the 95% confidence interval and bandwidth of the estimates.
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Fig. 4-5 Power spectral densities of 1965 Sa and 1969 Sa

The cross along with the plot indicates the 95% confidence interval

and bandwidth of the estimates.
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Fig. 4-6 Coherence squared and phase of 1965 Sa and 1969 Sa

Solid curves are estimated via covariance estimation; dash-dot

curves are estimated via bivariate autoregressive estimations.
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Fig. 4-7 FFT of 1969 Sa and 1m and 1965 Sa and 1m

Thin curves, 1965 and 1969 1m power spectra; thick curves, 1965 and

1969 Sa power spectra. The vertical dashed lines indicate the change of

vertical scales, arbitrary units are used for the spectral amplitudes.
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Fig. 4-8 Variations of EC of four consecutive days during the

four seasons
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Fig. 4-9 Jacchia's semiannual density variation empirical formula
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Fig. 4-10 EC power spectral density --- Fall 1971

I I is defined in Eq. (4-4).v
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Fig. 4-11 EC power spectral density --- Fall 1971 (sectional

smoothing)

I I is defined in Eq. (4-4). Periods (in minutes) of some of thev

peaks are indicated. The superscripted peaks (by *) are the significant

peaks.
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Fig. 4-12 Diurnal mean removed EC power spectral density

The spectral amplitude is plotted in arbitrary units. P(T) is

equivalent to I I defined in Eq. (4-4). The values of the maxima of
v

the three vertical scales are indicated beside the maxima. The arrows

are corresponding to the arrows in Fig. 4-17 e, in which the diurnal mean

value is NOT removed. The circles on the X-axis indicate that the

spectral amplitudes go to zeroes.
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Fig. 4-13 Measured power spectral of a sine wave in random noise

(after Bendat and Piersol, 1971)
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Fig. 4-14 EC power spectral density --- Summer (ATS-l)

Plotted as Fig. 4-12; (a) the dashed line indicates the change of

vertical scales between the second and third section. The change in

vertical scale between the first and second section is obvious. The

arrows with 4 and 6 hours on them indicate that the missing of these

two dominant periods during summer. In (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) the

dominant peaks with several hour period are numbered.
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Fig. 4-15 EC power spectral density --- Winter (ATS-l)

Plotted as Fig. 4~12 and Fig. 4-14.
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Fig. 4-16 EC power spectral density --- Spring (ATS-l)

Plotted as Fig. 4-12 and Fig. 4-14.
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Fig. 4-17 EC power spectral density --- Fall (ATS-l)

Plotted as Fig. 4-12 and Fig. 4-14.
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Fig. 4-18 EC power spectral density --- Fall SADV (ATS-1)

Plotted as Fig. 4-12 and Fig. 4-14.
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Fig. 4-19 EC power spectral density --- Fall SADV (SYNCOM-3)

Plotted as Fig. 4-12 and Fig. 4-14. Only the second and third sections

are shown in this and the following three figures (Figs. 4-20, 21, and 22)~
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Fig. 4-20 EC power spectral density --- Summer (SYNCOM-3)

Plotted as Fig. 4-19.
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•

Fig. 4-21 EC power spectral density --- Winter (SYNCOM-3)

Plotted as Fig. 4-19.
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Fig. 4-22 EC power spectral density --- Spring (SYNCOM-3)

Plotted as Fig. 4-19.
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Fig. 5-1 Constant height and constant density contours of the

forenoon depression in EC

(a) From top to bottom, EC curve, constant height contours; the

heights are in km, and constant density contours, the densities are in

106 cm- 3
• The dotted lines in the constant height and constant density

contours are the NmF2 and hmF2 respectively. (b) Plotted as (a) for

PRO.
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Fig. 5-2 Vertical drift velocity due to electrostatic field and

meridional wind

The scales for electric field and wind are shown on the top and

bottom of this figure respectively. The vertical drift velocities are

marked by Wfor wind and E for electric field at different dip angles,

which are shown on the right-hand-side of the figure.
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Fig. 5-3 Model temperature and zonal wind profiles for winter

with thermal and kinetic nomenclature of vertical

subdivisions (after Webb, 1972)
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Fig. 5-4 Power spectrum of the zonal wind, Barchy, 29 March 

April 1,1966 (after Spizzichino, 1972)

The power spectrum S(f) is given in m2 s- 1 in ordinates with respect

to frequency (in abscisse, in hr- 1
; upper scale: periods, in hr). It

delineates the prevailing wind (A), diurnal tide (B), semidiurnal tide

(C), and higher-order tides and gravity waves (0).
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Fig. 5-5 Average spectra of the wind energy per unit mass at

three heights for the period January to December 1961

(after Roper, 1972)
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Fig. 5-6 Interplanetary sector structure (after Wilcox and Ness,

1965)

The arrows indicate the main inward or outward structures of the

interplanetary magnetic field; the plus signs (away from the sun) and

minus signs (toward the sun) at the circumference of the figure indicate

the direction of the measured interplanetary magnetic field during

successive three hour intervals.
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Fig. 6-1 Amplitude and phase profiles of Lindzen's diurnal

propagating, diurnal trapped, and semidiurnal propagating

tides (after Lindzen, 1971)

D.TR., diurnal trapped; D.PR., diurnal propagating; S.D., semidiurnal

propagating.
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Fig. 6-2 The thermal forcing functions of the thermQspheric

oscillations

The EUV radiation heating and the high latitudinal heating due to

ohmic loss and particles precipitation are indicated by the shaded

portions of the globe. The polar magnetosphere in the noon meridional

plane during periods of relative magnetic quiescense is shown along with

the three-dimensional current system (lines with arrows) thought to be

responsible for polar magnetic substorm perturbation in the dusk sector.
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Fig. 7-1 Diurnal variations of the experimental and predicted

temperatures (after Jacchia, 1971)

Vertical dashed lines are the results obtained by the Thomson

scatter techniques; the solid line is the prediction of the static

models of the thermosphere (Jacchia 71 model).
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Fig. 7-2 Global nighttime minimum and daytime maximum exospheric

temperatures (after Jacehia, 1971)

The straight line through the minimum temperatures is represented

by the equation Tmin = 3790 + 3° .24 F10 .7 ; the one through the maxima

by Tmax = 1.30 Tmin . F10 .7 is the smoothed 10.7 em solar flux.
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Fig. 7-3 Theoretical and experimental EC curves --- Winter
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Fig. 7-4 Theoretical NmF2, hmF2, and EC --- Without tides

HST in abscisse in hour; the three vertical scales in the ordinates

are NmF2 in 10 4 cm- g (in logarithm scale), EC in 10 17 m- 2 (linear

scale), and hmF2 in km (linear scale).
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Fig. 7-5 Theoretical electron density profiles --- without tides

Density profiles, from 120 to 600 km, in 1/2 hour intervals;

(a) 18.0 - 2.0 hr; (b) 2.5 - 10.5 hr; (c) 11.0 - 19.0 hr; (d) 19.5 

3.5 hr. The alphabetic codes for the times of the profiles can be

found on the top of Fig. 7-4.
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Fig. 7-6 Theoretical NmF2, hmF2, and EC --- with tides

Plotted as Fig. 7-4.
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Fig. 7-7 Theoretical electron density profiles --- with tides

Plotted as Fig. 7-5.
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Fig. 7-8 Diurnal variations of EC due to change in global nighttime

minimum tp.mperature

The nighttime minimum exospheric temperatures are in oK. Only

portions of the EC curves with Tc = 900, 950, and 1000° K are shown.
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Fig. 7-9 Southerly tidal winds at exospheric height

See text for the definition of S3/S2 values of each curve.
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Fig. 7-10 Diurnal variation of EC due to terdiurnal tide

See text for the definition of S3 = 0.0 S2' $3 = 0.3 S2' and

$3 = 0.5 S2' Only the portion of the EC curve with $3 = 0.3 S2 is

shown.
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Fig. 7~11 Theoretical diurnal variation of EC during summer --

reduced semidiurnal and terdiurnal tides

See text for the definition of the values of 'tide l
, Tc is the

minimum nighttime exospheric temperature.
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Fig. 7-12 Theoretic~l diurnal variation of EC during summer --

full scale semidiurnal and terdiurnal tides

See text for the definition of the values of Itide ' .
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Fig. 7-13 Theoretical diurnal variation of EC during summer--

variable external flux

Thick curve is the result of constant external flux, while the

external flux for the thin curve is given by Eq. (7-24).
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